2014 H oliday
Consumer Protection Guide

November 25, 2014
Dear Floridians,
Happy Holidays! My office is providing this holiday shopping guide to help you, Florida
consumers, have a safer and more enjoyable shopping experience.
We have included tips on purchasing items online, avoiding charity scams and methods to help
you stick to your budget. We have also included a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer
Products Safety Commission in the past year. These products have been recalled by their
manufacturers because of safety and health concerns, including toys and other home products
that may be unsafe for your children. I urge you to review this list for unsafe items that may need
to be removed from your home. Please also keep this guide handy and review it as you purchase
and receive gifts this holiday season.
If you have any questions on product recalls or any of the other issues discussed in this guide,
feel free to contact my Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-966-7226, or visit our website at
MyFloridaLegal.com. You can also find updated lists of recalled items at the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission’s website CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.
Have a wonderful and safe holiday season!
Sincerely,

Pam Bondi
Florida Attorney General
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Holiday Shopping Tips
The holidays are a time to be especially mindful of ways your purchases can cost you more than
you expect. Here are a few tips to ensure that you get the most for your money and the most out
of your holiday:
•

Before you head out to get the latest toy or gadgets, make a list. Know what you’ve
already purchased and who you still need to find gifts for. And share your purchases with
anyone else responsible for buying gifts in your family. This way, you’re less likely to
purchase duplicate gifts or purchase an item for someone you’ve already gotten a gift for.

•

When shopping online, it’s wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit card if
possible. Both allow you to dispute a charge if the merchandise never arrives or is
different from what was ordered. However, with a debit card, the price will have already
been deducted from your bank account and it will take time to get your money back.

•

When ordering online, look to ensure that your browser has a secure connection. In the
address bar, a padlock should appear if your browsing session is secure.

•

Some credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for online transactions
to further protect your financial information. Contact your account holder to see if they
offer such a service.

•

Don’t forget, when shopping online, there are often additional costs, such as shipping and
handling fees. Be sure to include additional charges when comparing prices across
websites.

•

Some retailers may offer layaway plans or other payment plans so you can pay for that
must-have holiday gift over time or at a later time. Before you agree to such a plan, be
sure to ask whether the retailer charges fees to use its payment programs and whether the
payments and fees are refundable if a purchase is cancelled.

•

Keep your personal information safe. Never provide your credit card, bank account
information or Social Security number to a stranger. No reputable vendor or service
provider will ever initiate a call and ask you for this information over the phone.

•

Keep your receipts! And be sure you understand a retailer’s return and refund policies so
you can return any unwanted items in a timely manner and get a full refund.
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Holiday Charity Scams
The holiday season brings a sizable increase in charitable giving each year as many of us open
up our wallets to donate to a favorite cause, help someone in need, or otherwise seek to support
our community and our neighbors. Charitable donations also make great holiday gifts.
Unfortunately, the holidays also bring out a high volume of scam artists always ready to take
advantage of the holiday spirit of giving. Here are a few tips to help you spot and avoid charity
scams during this holiday season:
•

Be sure you know that the charity is legitimate. In order to determine whether the charity
soliciting money is legitimate, first check to see if they are a registered charity with the
state Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services at www.freshfromflorida.com or
by calling 1-800-HELP-FLA. You may also contact the Better Business Bureau's Wise
Giving Alliance at (703) 276-0100 to determine if the charity you are donating to has any
complaints against them.

•

Never give your credit card number or bank account information to a caller on the phone
or someone who sent you an unsolicited email. If you are interested in donating to a
charity that has initiated contact with you, ask them to send you a pledge form and
information about the charity in the mail. Legitimate charities should have no problem
with this request.

•

Watch for similar sounding charities. It’s not unusual for scam artists to choose names
that sound like the names of legitimate, widely known charities.

•

Do your homework and review the solicitation carefully. Be sure you understand how
much of the donation will actually go toward the work of the charity as opposed to
administrative expenses. Charities are required to register with the Department of
Agriculture and Consumer Services and report the breakdown of their financial spending.
To learn more about a charity’s spending, please go to www.freshfromflorida.com and
click on the Florida Charities Gift Givers’ Guide.

•

Most tax-exempt organizations are also required to file an annual return or notice with the
Internal Revenue Service. The IRS Code requires automatic revocation of a charity’s tax
exempt status (some charities are exempt from this requirement) if it fails to file a return
for three consecutive years. Publication of an organization’s name on the AutoRevocation list on the IRS website helps potential donors determine the status of a
charity. To learn more about the tax-exempt status of a charity, go to www.irs.gov and
search the Charities and Non-Profits topics.
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Product Recalls
With so many purchases to be made during the holiday season, it’s more important than ever
during this busy time of year to remain vigilant in checking to ensure that the purchases you
make are safe.
What follows is a compilation of 2014 product recalls in a comprehensive, easy-to-use guide that
we hope you will consult as you make your holiday gift purchases. The guide reproduces details
about toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods, and household products recalled by the
U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission between December 1, 2013 and November 14, 2014.
For more information regarding these products or to check for recalls issued since November 14,
please go to cpsc.gov/en/Recalls/.
Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year, with more than 200
products being recalled in the last year alone. When a product is recalled, the law requires
manufacturers and retailers to remove the products from their shelves. However, products do
sometimes slip by undetected on shelves or may have been purchased before the recall. Many
products may also continue to be offered for sale online well after the recall through any of the
many online reseller websites. So, it is always important to do your research to make sure that
the products you are buying are safe and free of defect.
Taking a few minutes now, before you make your holiday purchases, to peruse this compilation
of 2014 recalled items will ensure a safer and more enjoyable holiday for you and yours.
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TOYS
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IKEA GUNGGUNG Swing
Hazard: The suspension fittings can break causing a child to fall
from the swing, posing a risk of serious injury. This recall
involves the IKEA GUNGGUNG Swing, intended for both
indoor and outdoor use by children ages 3-7. It is made of green
polyester fabric and hangs from a plastic suspension fitting
attached to steel hooks. A permanent label is attached to one of
the suspension straps, showing article number 302.439.74 and
supplier number 17915.
These swings were sold exclusively at IKEA stores nationwide
and online at www.ikea-usa.com from June 2014 to August
2014 for $20.

Just Like Home Toy Toaster Sets
Hazard: The plastic toast, under pressure, can crack and break into small pieces creating sharp
edges and posing a choking hazard. The
recall includes the Just Like Home brand toy
toaster sets. The toaster set was sold with
two plastic toast slices and two plastic half
bagel slice accessories. Model number
5F60589 is printed on a white label on the
bottom of the toaster and above the UPC bar
code in the lower right hand corner of the
product packaging.
These toy toasters were sold exclusively at
Toys R Us stores nationwide and online at
www.toysrus.com from July 2013 through
August 2014 for about $10.
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Meijer Halloween Projector Flashlight
Hazard: The flashlight can overheat and melt the plastic
handle, posing a burn risk to the user. This recall involves a
Signature Designs Halloween image projector. The flashlight
handle is black with the word Halloween and pictures of a
skull and a jack o' lantern printed in white. The handle is
about 7 inches long and holds two size C batteries. The cap is
orange and is about 3 inches high and about 2 inches in
diameter. The projector comes with three lenses: an orange
lens with a black jack o' lantern, a yellow lens with a black bat
and a purple lens with the words “Trick or Treat” in black. A
clear label with Signature Designs (HK) Ltd, Ningbo, China,
14-121-02, 05/2014 printed in white is on the side of the
handle opposite the orange on/off switch.

Lakeshore Bristle Builders for Toddlers
Hazard: The base of the three animal figures can detach,
posing a choking hazard to young children. The recall
includes the Bristle Builders® for Toddlers sets sold with
52 plastic pieces consisting of building pieces and three
animal figures. The animal figures include a yellow duck
with a purple round base, a brown horse with a blue
round base and a pink pig with a green round base. The
building pieces include circle, rectangle, square and
triangle-shaped pieces in different colors with a green 8”
by 4.5” rectangle base. Pieces are covered with plastic
bristle pegs which allow all the pieces to connect.
Production number EC559597 is printed on the smooth
side of the green baseplate.
These figures were sold exclusively at Lakeshore retail
stores, Lakeshore Learning Materials’ Early Childhood
catalog and online at www.lakeshorelearning.com from
December 2013 to April 2014 for about $30.
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Nantucket Felt Easter Baskets
Hazard: Decorative beads on the felt
Easter baskets can detach and pose a
choking hazard to young children. The
recall includes felt Easter baskets with
scalloped edges and a handle. The felt
baskets were sold in five colors
including blue, two shades of green and
two shades of pink. Black or white
decorative beads are used as the eyes of
the bunny and the center of the yellow
flower attachment. The model number
ct12011 and SKU number 30173064 are printed on a hangtag on the basket handle.
These baskets were sold exclusively at Christmas Tree Shops, and That! stores nationwide from
February 2013 to March 2014 for about $3.

Excellerations Magnetic Color Sorting Boards
Hazard: The magnet in the wand can
detach and the plywood backing can crack
and release small metal balls that are
sandwiched between the board and a clear
plastic cover. These pose choking and
serious internal injury risks associated
with ingestion of a magnet and metal ball.
The surface paint on the metal balls
contains levels of lead that exceed the
federal lead paint standard. This recall
involves Excellerations magnetic color
sorting boards with cupcake cut-outs that
are used to teach color and sorting to
young children. Children use the wand to
move the balls around the board through channels from the jar to the cupcakes.
These toys were sold at Discountschoolsupply.com from January 2013 through March 2014 for
about $36.
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Horizon Hobby Blade 700 X Pro Series Helicopters
Hazard: The main rotor washer can
fail, causing the blades to come off
the helicopter during use. This poses
an injury hazard to the operator and
bystanders. This recall involves Blade
700 X Pro Series Kit, Pro Series
Combo and the replacement spindle
set. The defective washer is flat and
silver and about 1/2 inch in diameter.
It is used to hold the two main rotor
blade grips in place on the helicopter.
The recalled Pro Series Kit is model number BLH5725 and includes the helicopter canopy and
the mechanical parts necessary to build the helicopter without the main rotor blades or
electronics. The recalled Pro Series Combo is model number BLH5725C and includes the
helicopter canopy, the mechanical parts necessary to build the helicopter, the main rotor blades, a
receiver, servos and motor. The recalled replacement spindle set is model number BLH5703 and
includes two spindle shafts, two screws and four washers. Model numbers for the kit and combo
are on the UPC label on one end of the product packaging. The model number for the spindle set
is on the front of the packaging.
The helicopters were sold at independent hobby stores nationwide and online at
horizonhobby.com from July 2013 through August 2013. The Pro Series Kit sold for between
$800 and $1,250. The Pro Series Combo sold for between $1,350 and $2,320. The replacement
spindle set sold for about $13.

My Sweet Love Cuddle Care Baby Doll
Hazard: The circuit board in the chest of the doll can
overheat, causing the surface of the doll to get hot, posing a
burn hazard to the consumer. The doll is identified by UPC
6-04576-16800-5 and a date code which begins with WM.
The date code is printed on the stuffed article label sewn
into the bottom of the doll.
These dolls were sold exclusively at Walmart stores
nationwide from August 2012 through March 2014 for $20.
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Vera Bradley Bear Rattles and Bunny Toys
Hazard: The pom-pom tail can detach from the body of the bear rattle
and the bunny, posing a choking hazard to young children. The name
Vera Bradley is marked on a tag attached to each item along with one
of the following serial numbers: 007590013357145,
0000630012803140, 0000630012803142 and 007590013234135.
These toys were sold at Vera Bradley retail stores, department stores
and specialty gift shops and online from September 2012 to January
2014 for between $12 and $19.

Grumpy Cat Stuffed Animals
Hazard: The stuffed animals’ eyes can detach, posing
a choking hazard to young children. This recall
involves three styles of Grumpy Cat stuffed animal
toys: An 8-inch Grumpy Cat in laying position, a 5inch sitting Grumpy Cat and a 4-inch Grumpy Cat key
clip. The recalled toys have batch numbers 86754 or
224861 printed on the label located near the tail.
These toys were sold at gift, drug and toy stores
nationwide from December 2013 through January
2014 for about $8 to $10.

Minga Fair Trade Wooden Flipping Acrobat Toys
Hazard: The paint on the wooden flipping acrobat toys contains excessive levels of lead, which is
prohibited under federal law. The recalled flipping acrobat toys are made of painted wood and
are 8.5 inches tall. The toys feature a coyote, super hero, woodpecker or yellow bird suspended
by nylon string.
These toys were sold at
independent children’s stores
and gift shops nationwide from
September 2008 through May
2013 for about $6.
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A Harvest Company Cork Blocks
Hazard: Small pieces of cork can break off the blocks, posing a choking
hazard to young children. This recall involves a three-piece cork block
stacking toy. The packaging is labeled for use by children six months
and older.
These cork blocks were sold exclusively online by StorkStack.com
during January 2014 as part of the January Stork Stack subscription for
about $30 for a total of five products.

Infantino Teething Toys
Hazard: The tail of the monkey can pose a choking
hazard to young children. This recall involves the Go
Gaga Squeeze & Teethe Coco the Monkey teething
toys. This squeaking toy is made of soft orange rubber
and is shaped like a monkey. “Infantino” is marked on
the back toward the rear and model number 206-647 is
marked on the inside of the rear left leg.
These toys were sold exclusively at Target stores
nationwide and online from December 2012 through
January 2014 for about $13.

BebeLove Walkers
Hazard: Style number 358 can fit through a standard
doorway and is not designed to stop at the edge of a step as
required by the federal safety standard. In addition, style
number 368 contains leg openings that allow the child to
slip down until the child’s head can become entrapped at
the neck. The recalled includes all BebeLove walkers that
were sold for babies age 6 months or older.
These walkers were sold at small retail stores and online at
Amazon.com and Overstock.com from November 2011
through July 2013 for about $25.
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Fred and Friends Infant Pacifiers
Hazard: The beard on the Artiste and the knob on the
Volume pacifiers can detach, posing a choking hazard.
In addition, the ventilation holes on the Volume and
Panic pacifier guards are too small. This recall
involves three styles of Fred & Friends Chill Baby
pacifiers, including the Artiste with a black plastic
beard and mustache, Volume with a black volume
control knob and Panic with a red panic button. The
pacifier’s name and UPC are printed on the packaging.
The Artiste’s UPC is 728987021282, the Volume style’s UPC is 728987020599 and the Panic
style’s UPC is 728987020605.
These pacifiers were sold at department stores, gift, drug, toy, baby product, grocery and home
decorating stores nationwide from April 2013 through December 2013 for about $10.

Playtex Pacifier Holder Clips
Hazard: The pacifier holder clips can crack and a small part can break off
which poses a choking hazard to small children. This recall involves the
Playtex pacifier holder clips sold in green with a monkey figure, pink with
a flower and blue with a tow truck.
These clips were sold at major retailers, juvenile product, baby and
discount stores nationwide and online at Amazon.com from July 2010
through October 2013 for about $3.

Midwest-CBK Rattle
Hazard: The head on the rattle can detach, posing a
choking hazard to young children. This recall involves
donut-shaped polyester knit fabric baby rattles with heads
and arms to resemble a bear, monkey and a lion. A label
sewn into the rattles has Midwest-CBK, the production
date 04/2013 and the batch #:00001281 printed on it.
These rattles were sold at small gift stores from July 2013
through December 2013 for about $10.
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Manhattan Quixel Baby Rattles
Hazard: The colored arches can break, creating a
small part which poses a choking hazard to small
children. This recall includes the Manhattan Toy
Quixel baby rattle. The plastic rattles have four
colored arches (red, orange, green and blue) with
sliding beads on each of the arches. The arches
are held together by a single string of red, white
and blue elastic. The product was sold with or
without a box. “Manhattan Toy” is printed on one
of the arches.
These rattles were sold at specialty toy and baby
stores nationwide and online at
www.manhattantoy.com from September 2011 through October 2013 for about $15.

Step2 Whisper Ride Touring Wagon
Hazard: The removable blue seat backs can detach and allow the child in the wagon to fall out,
posing a fall hazard. This recall involves Step2 Whisper Ride Touring Wagons. The two-seat
plastic wagon is 25-inches wide by 41.25-inches long by 20-inches high with blue seats, a tan
wagon base and a red canopy. The Step2 logo appears on the canopy and on the side of the
wagon base. Only wagons with
seatbelts attached to the removable
seat backs are included in the recall.
Wagons with seat belts attached to
the tan wagon base are not included
in the recall.
These wagons were sold exclusively
at Toys R Us stores nationwide and
online at ToysRUs.com from
February 2013 to August 2013 for
$130.
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Doodlebutt JellyBeadz Magic Growing Toys
Hazard: These soft and colorful products can be mistaken by a child for candy. When swallowed,
they can expand inside a child’s body and cause intestinal obstructions, resulting in severe
discomfort, vomiting, dehydration and could be life threatening. This recall involves Doodlebutt
Jelly BeadZ Jumbo BeadZ and Magic Growing Fruity Fun water-absorbing polymer toys. The
toys can absorb from 300 to 500 times their weight in water and can grow up to eight times their
original size. Jumbo BeadZ toys are marble-sized water-absorbing balls. They were sold in a
package consisting of three separate 2.5-inch x 2-inch clear, resealable bags inside a 3.5-inch x
4-inch clear, resealable bag. Each smaller bag had eight to 12 water balls of slightly different
sizes. The balls came in clear, blue, red, orange, yellow, green and purple colors. The front of the
larger bag had a multi-colored label with the words “Jelly BeadZ,” “Easy to follow directions”
and had instructions for use. Magic Growing Fruity Fun toys are water-absorbing polymers in
the shapes of apples, bananas, butterflies, cherries, grapes, pineapples, roses and strawberries.
They were sold in 3.5-inch x 4-inch, clear, resealable bag with seven assorted shapes in it. They
came in blue, green, orange, pink, red and yellow. One label contains instructions for use and the
other has a barcode with “XU00EC1JRN” beneath it.
These toys were sold at Amazon.com from February 2012 through September 2013 for about $9.
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Koala Baby Children’s Sandals
Hazard: The butterfly wings on the children’s sandals can rip and
detach, posing a choking hazard to young children. This recall
involves Koala Baby girl’s plastic sandals with butterfly wings
attached to the toes with rhinestones. Sandal colors include white or
a combination of pink, gold and blue. They were sold in baby sizes
0 to 3 and girl’s sizes 2 to 10. Affected shoes include those with
model number GNL43633BR with item number 795267, model
number GNL43706BR with item number 795313, model number
GNL43634BR with item number 795275 and model number
GNM41761BR with item number 845795.
These sandals were sold at Toys R Us and Babies R Us stores
nationwide and online at toysrus.com and babiesrus.com from
February 2014 through September 2014 for about $13.

First Impressions Denim High-top Sneakers
Hazard: A small metal eyelet can detach from the inside of the sneaker,
posing a choking hazard to infants. The recall involves First
Impressions high-top, soft-soled sneakers for infants that are crawling
or standing. The recalled shoes have blue denim soles and uppers,
brown canvas tongues, tan shoe laces and white toes. The shoes came in
sizes 0 to 3. Style number 42090 is on a cloth tag inside the shoe.
These sneakers were sold exclusively at Macy’s stores nationwide from
February 2014 to August, 2014 for about $17.

Zasou Women’s Silk Scarves
Hazard: The scarves fail to meet the federal flammability standard for
wearing apparel and pose a risk of burn injury to consumers. This recall
involves Zazou women’s sheer 100% silk scarves sold in 20 different
colors. The scarves measure 72 inches long by 20 inches wide.
These scarves were sold at specialty boutiques nationwide and online at
www.zazou.com from August 2012 through August 2014 for $30.
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Pure Baby Organics Boys’ Zip Hoodie
Hazard: The sweaters have a drawstring around the neck area
which poses a strangulation hazard to children. Drawstrings can
become entangled or caught on playground slides, hand rails,
school bus doors or other moving objects, posing a significant
strangulation or an entanglement hazard to children. This recall
involves Pure Baby Organic hoodies made of 100% cotton. It
comes in solid gray with a red drawstring that is inside the lining
of the hood that surrounds the face. They have a zip-front
closure. The recalled hoodies were sold in toddler boy’s sizes 2t
to boy’s size 3. There is a label with style number PB1613.B12
sewn into an inside seam of the garment under the washing
instruction label.
These hoodies were sold at children’s boutiques nationwide and other stores such as Elephant
Ears, Pumpkin heads, Sprouts and online at www.Nordstromrack.com from January 2014
through August 2014 for about $62.

Active Apparel Boys’ Fission Zipper Hooded Sweatshirts
Hazard: The sweatshirts have drawstrings around the neck area
which pose a strangulation hazard to children. Drawstrings can
become entangled or caught on playground slides, hand rails,
school bus doors or other moving objects, posing a significant
strangulation or an entanglement hazard to children. This recall
involves Fission zipper hooded sweatshirts made of 100%
cotton. The sweatshirts come in black, green, royal blue, red
and turquoise. The recalled sweatshirts were sold in boys sizes
small (size 8-10) and medium (size 12-14). Affected
sweatshirts include a white label sewn into the lower left seam
inside the garment printed with batch number 61271,159.
These sweatshirts were sold at Fred Myer and Kroger stores nationwide from June 2014 through
August 2014 for about $18.
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United Colors of Benetton Boys’ Jacket
Hazard: The jackets have a drawstring at the waist that
could become snagged or caught in small spaces or vehicle
doors, posing significant entanglement hazard to children.
This recall involves United Colors of Benetton boy’s
jackets made of 100% cotton. They are navy with a brown
drawstring at the waist and a zipper and five brown buttons
front closure. They were sold in boys’ sizes S through XL.
Style number 2GQ1534Q0 is printed on the white label
located inside the jacket near the waist.
These jackets were sold exclusively at Benetton stores
nationwide and online at www.benetton.com and
www.zappos.com from January 2014 through March 2014
for about $90.

Livie and Luca “Carta” and “Cotton” Children’s Shoes
Hazard: A metal thread inside the interior shoe liner
can loosen and poke through the shoe lining, posing a
laceration hazard to the user. The recalled Livie &
Luca children’s shoes include two styles: Carta and
Cotton. The Carta style Mary Jane shoes are canvas,
solid color shoes stitched to a tan sole with a fabric
strap and a brown wooden button. The Cotton style
Mary Jane canvas shoes have a stitched tan rubber
sole and a colored fabric strap with a dandelion
printed on a pink square button and a gingham or
polka-dot cotton interior lining. Both the Carta and
the Cotton style shoes were sold in toddler sizes 4
through 13. Only shoes with date codes 06 2013
through 12 2013 (Month Year) printed on the insole
of the shoe are included in the recall.
These shoes were sold at children’s and online at
www.livieandluca.com, www.zappos.com,
www.addyscloset.com and www.mylittlejules.com
from January 2014 through March 2014 for about
$54.
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FGX Children’s Sunglasses
Hazard: Surface paint on the sunglasses
contains excessive levels of lead, which
is prohibited under federal law. This
recall includes 20 styles of Disney,
Marvel and Sears/Kmart brand
children’s sunglasses. They come in a
variety of colors and with printed images
of characters on the frames. The
following style numbers located inside
the sunglasses’ left temple arm are included in the recall: S00014SVS999, S00014SVSBLU,
S00014SVSRED, S00021LKC999, S00021SVS999, S01551SDB999, S02964SJN440,
S02964SJN999, S03683SDC999, S04611SDC001, S04611SDC080, S04611SDC400,
S04611SDC999, S07786SMS500, S07786SMS650, S07786SMS999, S07840SDC999,
S07841SDC001, S07841SDC440, S07841SDC999.
These sunglasses were sold at Bon Ton, CVS, K-mart, Rite-Aid, Walgreens and other retailers
nationwide from December 2013 to March 2014 for between $7 and $13.

Little Marc Jacobs Girls’ Hooded Swimwear Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have a drawstring around the
neck area which poses a strangulation hazard to
children. Drawstrings can become entangled or
caught on playground slides, hand rails, school
bus doors or other moving objects, posing a
significant strangulation and/or entanglement
hazard to children. This recall involves the Little
Marc Jacobs girl’s hooded pull-over swimwear
cover up jacket made of 100% cotton. They were
sold in girl’s sizes 2 through 12. Little Marc
Jacobs Style number LM28616, Lot #1 and the
size are printed on the black sewn-in label at the
center back of the jackets.
These jackets were sold at Swimwear Anywhere
Outlet, children’s boutiques and other specialty
retail stores nationwide and online at
www.swimwearanywhere.com from January 2014 through July 2014 for about $89.
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L.L. Bean Fisherman’s and Open Stitch Children’s Sweaters
Hazard: The spare button can detach from
the inside label and pose a choking
hazard. The recall includes L.L. Bean
children’s sweaters sold in two styles:
Fisherman’s and Open Stitch. The
Fisherman cardigan sweaters are a cableknit weave with five or six buttons down
the front, sold in solid colors: pink, ivory,
green, natural, navy, teal and red. The
Fisherman sweaters have product numbers
printed on the inside back of the neck tag:
283148 (toddlers), 283149 (infants),
284855 (little girls) or 289727 (little
girls). The Open Stitch cardigan sweater has one button at the top of the neckline with a
crocheted knit pattern sold in blue, light pink, white and yellow with product number 286158 on
the back neck tag.
These sweaters were sold exclusively at L.L. Bean stores nationwide, L.L. Bean’s catalog and
online at www.llbean.com from July 2013 to June 2014 for about $30 to $40.

Julie Vos Scarves
Hazard: The scarves fail to meet the federal
flammability standard for wearing apparel and pose a
risk of burn injury to consumers. This recall involves
Julie Vos women’s scarves. The scarves are 100
percent modal fabric, a type of rayon, and were sold in
two prints, Anchor and Sierra. Anchor was sold in three
colors, including blue, green and orange. Sierra was
sold in four colors, including raspberry/magenta,
orange/peach, cream/grey and blue/purple. The scarves
measure 75 inches long by 45 inches wide. Julie Vos is
printed on a tag sewn into the back of the scarf.
These scarves were sold at specialty boutiques
nationwide and online at www.julievos.com from January 2014 through February 2014 for about
$165.
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Empress Arts Children’s Pajamas
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet federal
flammability standards for children’s sleepwear,
posing a risk of burn injuries to children. This
recall involves Empress Arts 100 percent cotton
children’s two-piece pajamas sets, sold in boys
and girls sizes 12 months to toddler size 4. The
pajama sets were sold in four styles: Blue Dot,
Blue Stripe, Pink Dot and Pink Floral. “Empress
Arts” is on a label at the back of the neck of the
tops and the center back of the waist on the
bottoms which have an elastic waistband and
drawstring.
These pajamas were sold at Children’s boutiques nationwide and online at empressarts.com from
December 2012 to April 2014 for about $36.

H&M Girls’ Leggings
Hazard: A metal part on the
belt can detach, posing a
choking hazard to young
children. This recall involves
girls’ leggings sold in the
following colors: black with
pink belt, black with silver
belt, black and white stripe
with black belt, blue and
white stripe with blue belt,
blue hounds-tooth with blue belt, grey check with pink belt, grey with dots with pink belt, khaki
with pink belt, khaki with dots with pink belt, pink and white check with white belt, purple with
purple belt and red and blue plaid with blue belt. The knit leggings were sold sizes 1 ½ to 8 years
and have a plastic belt with bow-shaped buckle.. The garments have an O/N (order number)
printed on the top of the care label. The following order numbers are included in the recall:
345180, 400690, 400691, 441760, 441761, 441762, 446960, 446961, 446962, 446963, 446965
and 978210.
These leggings were sold exclusively at H&M stores nationwide and online at HM.com from
August 2012 to April 2014 for between $3 and $15.
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J. Crew Baby Coveralls
Hazard: This recall involves all styles of J. Crew Holiday 2013 and Spring
2014 baby coveralls in sizes newborn to 3T. The coveralls were sold in
various colors and designs. A care label sewn into the garment lists the PO
number and style number. Recalled PO and style numbers are as follows:
PO number 5046152, Style # 05578; PO number 5046153, Style #A3413;
PO number 5046154, Style #A3415; PO number 5046155, Style #A3412;
PO number 5046156, Style #A3390; PO number 5046157, Style #A3395;
PO number 5046158, Style #A3388; PO number 8041216, Style #08664
and PO number 8041362, Style #08661.
These coveralls were sold exclusively at J.Crew stores, online at jcrew.com
and the J.Crew catalog from October 2013 to March 2014 for about $30.

RMP Athletic Locker Boys’ Ripzone Hooligan Hooded Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have a drawstring around the neck area which
poses a strangulation hazard to children. Drawstrings can become
entangled, posing a significant strangulation and/or entanglement
hazard to children. The jackets were sold in youth sizes small/petite
(s/p) and medium (m). The style number 78938 is located on the
care label of the jacket.
These jackets were sold at Sport Chalet stores from August 2013 to
October 2013 for about $112.

Runway Global Girls’ Sugarfly Peacoats
Hazard: The coats have a drawstring tie sewn into the side seam at the
waist that could become snagged or caught in small spaces or vehicle
doors, posing significant entanglement hazard to children. The coats
come in black, charcoal plaid and purple plaid. The coats were sold in
girls’ sizes S through XL. Style number KEM236 is located on the
label found inside on the side seam of the garment.
These coats were sold at Nordstrom Rack nationwide and online from
October 2010 through November 2013 for about $40.
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Rocky Brand Georgia Boot Steel Toed Shoes
Hazard: When compressed, the steel toe cap in the shoes can
fail to protect the wearer’s feet. The recalled shoes are sixinch tall, brown leather, steel-toed shoes with dark brown
padding at the ankles sold under the Georgia Boot brand
name. A white label on inside of the tongue of the recalled
boots have the product number “G9075” on the left side and
a date code between 01-12 and 10-13 on the right side.
These boots were sold at Lehigh Outfitters stores,
ShoeMobiles, online at www.lehighoutfitters.com and www.lehighsafetyshoes.com and through
client websites nationwide from January 2012 to November 2013 for about $150.

Johnnie B. Boys’ Pajama Sets
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet the federal flammability standards
for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injury to children.
This recall involves Johnnie B boys’ pajama sets with a top and
shorts and model number 84004 and Mini Boden pajama sets with a
top and shorts and model number 24106. The pajamas were sold in
boys’ sizes 2T to 16 and are 100 percent cotton. The model number
is printed on the back of the care label in the tops and bottoms.
These pajama sets were sold exclusively online at
www.bodenusa.com during January 2014 for about $48.

BedHead Children’s Pajama Sets
Hazard: The pajamas fail to meet federal flammability
standards for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn
injuries to children. This recall involves BedHead children’s
95% cotton and 5% Lycra, pajama sets sold in toddler size 12
months through youth 14. The two-piece sets were sold in three
prints: Navy Cream Stripe, Pink Holland and Pink Spot.
These pajama sets were sold at children’s boutiques and online
from January 2011 through February 2014 for about $25.
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U.S. Polo Association Girls’ Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have a band of material at the neck that
can pose a strangulation hazard to young children. This
recall involves U.S. Polo Assn. girl’s jackets in the colors
fuchsia, green and cream in girl’s sizes 4-16. The name Q4
Designs LLC and style numbers can be found on the white
tracking label tag sewn into the inside of the jacket near the
waist band. Recalled style numbers include: U274-200 for
sizes 4-6 and U274-300.
These jackets were sold at Burlington Coat Factory, Kids
Stop and Cookie’s Department Stores from August 2013 to
October 2013 for about $15.

Coleman’s Runestone Children’s Shoes
Hazard: The metal rivets surrounding the holes where the
shoestring is secured on the shoes can have sharp edges, posing
a laceration hazard. The Runestone children’s shoes are black
with gray mesh fabric panels on the side of the shoe. A label
located on the inside of tongue of the shoes identifies the style
as Runestone.
These shoes were sold at Big 5 Sporting Goods retail stores
nationally from January 2013 through December 2013 for
about $39.

Lion Force Boys’ Puffer Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have a drawstring through the hood
which can pose a strangulation hazard to children. This
recall involves boys’ black hooded coats, sizes 4 through
12, with dark gray drawstrings around the hood.
These jackets were sold exclusively at Burlington Coat
Factory stores nationwide November 2010 through
September 2013 for about $30.
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Sugarfly Girls’ Hooded Jackets
Hazard: The jackets have drawstrings in the hood around the neck area that pose a strangulation
hazard to young children. This recall involves three styles of Sugarfly-branded hooded, woven
cotton and woven polyester jackets. Style number KMCBJ255 is olive and has a zipper closure
and four front pockets with buttons. Style number KMCBJ410 is a belted, double-breasted,
French coat style white garment with faux fur around the neck. Style KMCBJ421 is fuchsia or
purple and has a button closure. The style number can be found on the back of the sewn-in neck
label.
These jackets were sold exclusively at Burlington Coat Factory stores nationwide and online at
Burlingtoncoatfactory.com from September 2011 through September 2013 for about $40.

Under Armour Infant Sports Jersey Kits
Hazard: The shoulder snaps on the jersey can detach, posing
laceration and choking hazards. The infant home kit consists of a
white jersey and navy blue shorts and socks in sizes 0, 6 months,
12 months and 18 months. The jersey has style #1238534
printed on a side seam label. The jerseys are white with navy
blue trim and navy blue UA and Tottenham Hotspur logos. The
navy blue shorts have white trim and white UA and Tottenham
Hotspur logos.
These kits were sold at sporting goods stores between August
and December 2013 for about $50.
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Costco Sling Fabric Café Sets
Hazard: The recalled chairs can break
due to a missing metal washer plate,
posing a fall hazard to consumers. The
three-piece sling fabric café sets
include two aluminum swivel chairs
with medium brown-colored stretched
fabric seats and backs and a rectangular
table with a tabletop made from
porcelain tile with a natural stone look.
Costco Item #966710 is printed on the
hangtag, label and on the packaging.
This café set was sold exclusively at
Costco Wholesale stores nationwide from December 2013 through May 2014 for about $400.

Rejuvenation Haleigh Wire Dome Pendant hanging
lamps
Hazard: The lamp’s cord system can fail to support the
weight of the pendant causing it to fall, posing the risk of
injury. This recall involves Rejuvenation lamps sold in three
different finishes: polished brass, oil-rubbed bronze and
polished nickel.
These pendant lamps were sold exclusively at Rejuvenation
stores nationwide, through Rejuvenation’s catalog and
through Rejuvenation.com from July 2014 through September 2014 for between $250 and $325.

Multi-Brand Hearth & Home Technologies Gas Fireplaces, Gas Stoves, Gas Inserts and
Gas Log Sets
Hazard: The gas valve in these units can leak, posing a fire
hazard. This recall involves Hearth & Home Technologies,
Heat-N-Glo, Heatilator, Outdoor Lifestyles and Quadra Fire
natural or propane gas indoor and outdoor fireplaces, stoves,
inserts and log sets. Brand names and serial numbers are
printed on the unit rating plate, located near the controls, and
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in the instruction manual. The following units are affected:
•

•

•

•

•

•

Hearth & Home Technologies Indoor Gas Fireplaces
with serial numbers 0023793235 through 0023822923
and GA1851161 through GA1851706.
Hearth & Home Technologies Gas Log Sets with
serial numbers 0023797015 through 0023812111,
1126-3481 and 65174612130.
Heat-N-Glo Indoor Gas Fireplaces, Stoves and Inserts
with serial numbers 0023791818 through
0023823238.
Heatilator Indoor Gas Fireplaces and Inserts with
serial numbers 0023792110 through 0023823125,
0023742749, 002382658, 0023798I69 and
00238012326.
Outdoor Lifestyles Outdoor Gas Fireplaces with
serial numbers OD18710 through OD18934 and
0023792647 through 0023822308.
Quadra Fire Indoor Gas Stoves and Inserts with
serial numbers

These products were sold at authorized retailers nationwide
from May 2014 through July 2014 for between $1,200 and
$8,000.

Ross Bistro Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s seat can fail to attach to the frame when the chair
is unfolded, causing the chair to collapse. This poses a fall hazard to
consumers. This recall involves metal folding bistro chairs that are
orange and have perforations on the seat. SKU 400101018858 is found
on the product hangtag.
These chairs were sold exclusively at Ross stores nationwide from
February 2014 through April 2014 for about $30.
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JVC 42-inch Flat Panel Televisions
Hazard: The neck of the stand can crack and cause the
television to tip over unexpectedly, posing a risk of
impact injury to the consumer. This recall involves
JVC 42-inch, Emerald Series Full HD 1080P LED flat
panel televisions, model EM42FTR and serial number
beginning with “T”. Model and serial numbers are
located on the bottom left on the back of the television.
These televisions were sold at BJ’s Wholesale, Costco
Wholesale, Sam’s Club, Walmart and other retail stores nationwide, online at Walmart.com,
Costco.com and other internet retailers from February 2014 through August 2014 for between
$370 and $470.

Haverty’s American Woodcrafters Bunk Beds
Hazard: The bed’s side mattress support rails can
break, posing a fall hazard. This recall involves
Cottage Retreat II bunk beds with a side ladder.
The white finish beds were sold in twin over twin,
and twin over full combinations. Affected units
have SKU number 6310-9771 printed on a label
attached to the inside of one of the four rails.
These bunk beds were sold exclusively at
Haverty’s stores nationwide and online at
havertys.com from September 2011 through
March 2014 for between $600 and $1,000.

ACE Bayou Beanbag Chairs
Hazard: The zippers on the bean bag chairs can be opened by
children who can then crawl inside, get trapped and suffocate or
choke on the bean bag chair’s foam beads. Two deaths have
been reported. The recalled bean bag chairs have two zippers
that can be unzipped and opened, including one of the exterior
cover and other directly underneath that zipper. The recalled
chairs were sold in a variety of sizes, shapes, colors and fabrics.
They include round or L-shaped, vinyl or fabric, and are filled
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with polystyrene foam beads. They were sold in a
variety of colors, including purple, violet, blue, red,
pink, yellow, green, black, port, navy, lime, royal blue,
turquoise, tangerine and multi-color. The round bean
bag chairs were sold in three sizes, 30, 32 and 40 inches
in diameter. The L-shaped bean bag chair measures 18
inches wide by 30 inches deep by 30 inches high.
These beanbag chairs were sold at Bergner's, Big Lots,
Bon-Ton, Boston Store, Carson’s, Elder-Beerman,
Herberger’s, Meijer, Pamida, School Specialty, Wayfair,
Walmart and Younkers stores and online at
Amazon.com, Meijer.com, Walmart.com and other
websites before July 2013 for between $30 and $100.

Franklin & Ben Mason 4-in-1 Convertible Cribs
Hazard: The crib front can separate
from the side panels and create a
hazardous gap that can allow a child to
fall out or become entrapped between
the front and side panels. This recall
includes Franklin & Ben Mason style
4-in-1 style cribs model number 5601
that were manufactured from January
2012 through August 2012. The model
number and the date of manufacture
are printed on a label on the inside of a
side panel of the crib. Listed on the
label as a serial number, the following
purchase order numbers are included
in the recall: H004522, H004546,
H004548 or H004777. The recalled
cribs were sold in weathered gray and
rustic brown, and measure 57 inches
long by 33 inches wide by 51 inches high.
These convertible cribs were sold at juvenile products specialty retailers nationwide from
January 2012 through June 2014 for between $600 and $700.
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Sanus Simplicity SLF5 Flat Screen Television Wall Mounts
Hazard: The nut securing the
television to the main arm
assembly can loosen causing the
attached television to become
detached from the arm assembly,
posing an impact hazard. This
recall involves the Sanus
Simplicity model SLF5. The
mounts fit most 37 inch to 80 inch,
flat-panel televisions up to125 lbs.
The model numbers can be found
on the product label sticker located
on the metal wall plate, under the
plastic cover that covers the top
horizontal bar.
These wall mounts were sold exclusively at Costco from July 2013 to September 2014 for about
$125.

The Ashland Summer Living Vintage Wood Folding Table
Hazard: The folding tables can collapse under excessive
weight, posing an impact or falling hazard. The Ashland
Summer Living Vintage Wood Folding Table has a 14-inch
round tabletop made of red medium density fiberboard. A
latch on the underside of the tabletop secures the table in an
upright position when the table legs are separated forming
an “X” position. When the table leg is released from this
latch, the legs fold together and the tabletop folds down
against the legs in a flat position. The table legs are brown
metal, and the table stands about 22.5 inches high. SKU
309950 and UPC 886946388804 are printed on a hangtag on
the tables. Phase MDF and 01276 are printed on a black and
white label under the table.
These tables were sold exclusively at Michaels stores
nationwide from April 2014 to May 2014 for about $30.
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Lea Lighted Night Stands
Hazard: The light fixture under the night stand can
overheat and scorch carpet, posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves lighted night stands sold in
three different styles and finishes. The night stands
are made of wood, have two drawers, a power strip
on the back panel and a 20 watt halogen bulb on the
underside of the bottom panel. Recalled models
include: 244-421 Willow Run in a toffee finish,
245-421 Willow Run in a white finish and 237-420
Americana in a medium oak finish. “Lea” and the
model number are printed on a label on the back of
the night stands.
These night stands were sold at Furnitureland South
and other major furniture stores nationwide and
online at Hayneedle.com and others from March 2013 through April 2014 for about $350.

VIZIO E-Series 39-inch and 42-inch Televisions
Hazard: The stand assembly can fail and
cause the television to tip over
unexpectedly, posing a risk of impact
injury to the consumer. This recall
involves Vizio E-series 39- and 42-inch
Full-Array LED flat panel televisions.
The recall includes 39-inch televisions
with the model number E390-B0 and
E390i-B0. The 42-inch Smart TVs with
the model number E420i-B0 are also
included in the recall.
These televisions were sold at Best Buy, Meijer, Target, Walmart and other retail stores
nationwide, online at Amazon.com, Costco.com, Meijer.com, Sams.com and other internet
retailers from December 2013 through June 2014 for between $370 and $450.
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Oeuf Sparrow Cribs
Hazard: The slats/spindles
and top rail can detach
from the cribs and pose an
entrapment hazard to a
child. The recall includes
four models of Oeuf
Sparrow cribs. The cribs
were sold in the colors
birch, grey, walnut and
white. The recalled cribs
were manufactured
between July 2007 and
January 2014 and have one
of the following model
numbers: 1SPCR, 2SPCR,
4SPCR or 5SPCR. The model number is located on the warning label attached to the crib’s
mattress support.
These cribs were sold at independent juvenile specialty stores nationwide and online for about
$800.

Pottery Barn Donovan Bar Stools
Hazard: The bar stool footrest can break, posing a
fall hazard to the user. This recall involves
Donovan model bar stools made from mahogany
wood with a 15-inch round swivel seat that
rotates 360 degrees. The stools were sold in five
colors: red, mahogany, Tuscan chestnut, antique
white and black. Each color was sold in two
sizes: counter height at 24 inches tall and bar
height at 30 inches tall. SKU numbers are printed
on the box, on the shipping receipt and online in
the customer’s account history. The following
SKU numbers are affected: 5419049, 5419056,
5419577, 5419601, 5419692, 5419734, 5419825, 5419882, 5419924 and 5419973.
These bar stools were sold at Pottery Barn Outlet stores, online at PotteryBarn.com and through
the Pottery Barn catalog from March 2014 through June 2014 for between $230 and $250.
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Samson International Spencer Bar Stool
Hazard: The footrest can crack, compromising the strength of the bar
stool, posing a fall hazard. This recall involves bar stools with a dark
brown walnut finish wood with brown leather padded back and swivel
seat cushion. This recall includes stools with Samson item number
M3216604 and Customer item number 845275 found on the bottom of
the seat cushion.
These bar stools were sold exclusively at Costco from May 2014
through June 2014 for about $150.

Dream On Me Dinah High Chairs
Hazard: The leg or side opening of the chair can allow a
child’s body to pass through and become entrapped at the
neck or fall from the chair. This poses a strangulation and fall
hazard to young children. The recall includes Dream On Me
Dinah high chairs that have a white plastic tray, plastic
footrest and a white fabric five point adjustable safety strap.
These high chairs were sold online by Walmart.com and
Amazon.com from November 2012 to November 2013 for
about $60.

Nantucket Outdoor Patio Set
Hazard: The rear legs of the chair can break, posing a
fall hazard. The recall includes Nantucket Distributing
resin wicker outdoor patio set chairs. The set includes
two brown powder coated outdoor metal resin wicker
chairs and a round table with aluminum top with
brown resin wicker trim. The chairs were sold with a
hang tag with item number RT043SET.
These patio sets were sold at Christmas Tree Shops
and That! stores nationwide during March 2014 for
about $60 for the entire set.
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Wilson and Fisher Cayman Resin Wicker Ottomans
Hazard: The center of the ottoman can
collapse during normal use, posing a
fall hazard to consumers. The Wilson
and Fisher brand ottomans are brown
resin wicker with cream colored
cushions. They are part of a six-piece
Cayman Resin Wicker seating set
consisting of two ottomans, two chairs,
a sofa and a table. The recalled sets
will have item number DA13-015-6S2CO and SKU 810140754.
These sets including the two ottomans were sold exclusively at Big Lots stores nationwide from
February 2014 through March 2014 for about $320 per set.

American Signature Table Lamp
Hazard: Improper wiring can pose shock and fire hazards to consumers. This
recall involves 26-inch table lamps. The lamp has a 16-inch tall, rectangular
shade and a square dark wood and mirror base with a mirrored circle pattern on
the front. A label on the underside of the lamp base has “NOVA, Item Number
1010154 and UL E312412.”
These lamps were sold at Value City Furniture and American Signature
Furniture stores nationwide from February 2013 to March 2014 for about $100.

Mainstays 5-Piece Card Table and Chairs Set
Hazard: The chairs can collapse unexpectedly,
posing a fall hazard and a risk of finger injury,
including finger amputation. This recall involves
the Mainstays card table sets with a metal folding
table and four metal folding chairs.
This set was sold exclusively at Walmart stores
nationwide and online at www.walmart.com from
May 2013 through November 2013 for about $50.
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Brooks Furniture Gliding Rockers
Hazard: The spindles in the glider base can separate while
rocking, posing a fall hazard to the user. The recall includes
two styles of Brooks Furniture glider rockers 1529P and
1529V-LM. The 1529P glider rocker has a maple wood
frame with blue fabric upholstery. The 1529V-LM glider
rocker has a maple wood frame with beige vinyl upholstery.
Both recalled chairs have the style number and manufacture
date between 1/1/2011 and 12/31/2012 printed under the
chair’s seat.
These rockers were sold exclusively through Kaplan Early
Learning Co. nationwide from October 2011 to December
2012 for $390 to $540, depending on the style.

Lea Covington and Hannah Collection Bunk Beds
Hazard: The bunk bed can be assembled
incorrectly, creating a space that exceeds
the 1.88 inches allowed by the industry
standard, posing an entrapment hazard to
young children. The beds were sold in
twin over twin and full over full sizes
with accessories including a bookcase.
The Covington Collection has a cherry
finish and the Hannah Collection has a
white finish. The Lea name and model
information is printed on a label attached
to the backside of the headboard on the
bottom bunk and on the back of the
bookcase. Recalled model number
include 145-976, 147-976, 145-986, 147986, 145-900 and 147-900.
These bunk beds were sold at Furnitureland South and other furniture stores nationwide and
online at Hayneedle.com from September 2011 until March 2014 for about $1,700.
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Office Depot Gibson Leather Task Chairs
Hazard: The mounting plate weld can break and separate
the seat from the base of the chair, posing a fall hazard to
consumers. This recall involves Office Depot Gibson
Leather Task Chairs. The black, armless, adjustable
chairs have a black base with five wheels. The affected
chairs have the SKU number 105479 and the registration
numbers PA 27248 (CN), PA 25498 (CN), PA 25276
(HK) or CA 35181 (RC) that can be found printed on a
label located on the underside of the seats.
These chairs were sold exclusively at Office Depot retail
stores and online at www.officedepot.com from 2003
through 2012 for about $40.

StyleCraft Upholstered Benches
Hazard: The benches can crack and
break while in use, posing a fall hazard
to consumers. This recall involves
StyleCraft Home Collection stretcher
benches sold in espresso with linen cloth.
The two-person benches have a
cushioned seat upholstered with linen
fabric that is fastened with burnished
brass tacks. The espresso-stained
wooden legs have an x-shaped support.
The benches measure about 44 inches
long, 18 inches wide and 17 inches high. Part number SF1918AMM is printed on the bottom of
the bench.
These benches were sold exclusively at HomeGoods stores nationwide and online at
www.homegoods.com from July 2013 to October 2013 for about $150.
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Dimensions Outdoor Dining Set
Hazard: The legs of the chairs can
bend and break, posing a fall
hazard to the user. The recall
includes the chairs sold with the
Fairview 7-piece woven patio
dining set. The set includes an 80”
long by 42” wide rectangular table
with a tan with white border
porcelain tile table top and black
metal framed base and six chairs.
The chairs have a black metal
frame with brown woven wicker
seats and seatbacks. The item
number is printed on the
instructions sold with the set and
reads “ITM./ART. 966630.”
These dining sets were sold exclusively at Costco Wholesale stores nationwide from January
2014 to March 2014 for about $1,300 per set.

Classic Concepts Aman
Trunks
Hazard: The surface coating
paint on the interior metal
chains contains excessive
levels of lead, a violation of
the federal lead paint standard.
The Aman Trunk is a wooden
storage trunk measuring 38
inches wide by 18 inches high
by 18 inches deep. A sticker
attached to the bottom of trunk
has a UPC bar code numbered
24441018 and one of the following PO numbers: 200450992, 200450994, 200450995,
400450998 or 400450999.
These trunks were sold exclusively at Cost Plus World Market stores nationwide and online at
www.worldmarket.com from August 2013 to November 2013 for about $300.
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IKEA Wall-mounted Children’s Lamps
Hazard: Children can get entangled in the
electrical cord that hangs from the children’s
wall-mounted lamps, posing a strangulation
hazard. This recall involves IKEA children’s
wall-mounted lamps sold in various styles,
shapes and colors. The following lamps are
included in the recall: BILEN, FLABB,
KUSLIG, LJUSNING, MINNEN, MINNEN
FACKLA, MYS HJÄRTLIG, MYS KANIN,
MYS MÅNE, MYS RIVIG, PIFFIG,
SEGLATS, SKOJIG, SMILA BAGGE, SMILA BLOMMA, SMILA HJÄRTA, SMILA MÅNE,
SMILA SNÄCKA, SMILA STJÄRNA, SMILA SJÖHÄST, SMULTRON GRODA, SMYG,
SNÖIG, STOJA, SUSSA, TASSA and TASSA NATT.
These lamps were sold exclusively at IKEA stores nationwide, in IKEA’s catalog and online at
www.ikea-usa.com from May 1984 to April 2014 for between $5 and $30.

IKEA KRITTER and SNIGLAR Junior Beds
Hazard: The metal rod connecting the guard rail to the bed frame can break in use, posing a
laceration hazard. Recalled IKEA junior beds include the KRITTER and SNIGLAR models with
a guard rail on one side. A label on the headboard or underside of the KRITTER bed has a date
stamp of 1114 to 1322, a 600.904.70 model number and 19740 supplier number. A label on the
headboard or underside of the SNIGLAR bed has a date stamp of 1114 to 1318, a 500.871.66
model number and 18157 supplier number.
These beds were sold
exclusively at IKEA
stores nationwide and
online at www.ikeausa.com from July
2005 through May
2013 for between $60
and $90.
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Pier 1 Imports Hanging Glass Star Lanterns
Hazard: The solder welds on the lantern can melt due to
heat from a tea light. This can cause the candle holder to
break and expose the flame, posing a fire hazard. The
lanterns were sold in the following colors: Amber (SKU
2717349), clear (SKU 2717351) and red (SKU
2724169). The SKU is printed on a hang tag attached to
the lantern.
These lanterns were sold exclusively at Pier 1 Imports
stores nationwide and online at Pier1.com from August
2013 through February 2014 for $16 to $20.

World Market Bubble Knobs
Hazard: The knobs can break and expose sharp pieces of glass, posing
a risk of laceration to the consumer. This recall involves glass bubble
knobs used on cabinet doors and drawers. The knobs were sold in two
sizes and six colors: Blue, amethyst, pink, green, smoke and clear.
These knobs were sold exclusively at World Market stores nationwide
from October 2010 to April 2014 for between $2 and $4.

IKEA Children’s Bed Canopies
Hazard: An infant or young child can get entangled at the neck in the
canopy’s fabric, posing a strangulation hazard. The following canopy
designs are included in the recall: BARNSLIG Boll, FABLER, HIMMELBlue, HIMMEL-Blue/White, HIMMEL-Green, HIMMEL-Pink,
KLÄMMIG, LEGENDARISK, MINNEN Bed Canopy Set, MINNEN
Brodyr and TISSLA. The canopy’s name is printed on the washing
instructions label sewn onto the bottom of the fabric.
These canopies were sold exclusively at IKEA stores and online at ikeausa.com from August 1996 through March 2014 for between $10 and $30.
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Bedz King Bunk Beds with Ladders
Hazard: A protruding corner post on the bunk beds
exceeds the 5mm allowed by industry standard, posing
an entrapment hazard. Affected models include BK
150SL, BK 151SL, BK 950SL, BK 951SL and BK
975SL. Model information is printed on labels
attached to the top headboard.
These beds were sold exclusively at
BunkBedKing.com from July 2011 to October 2013
for between $350 and $750.

Conrad Pondicherry Dining Tables
Hazard: The lacquer paint on the
furniture can contain excessive levels of
lead, a violation of the federal lead paint
standard. The wood tables have a table
top wrapped in brass. The brass has been
coated with zinc to give it a green
patina, and then coated with a clear
matte lacquer.
These tables were sold at The Conran Shop inside ABC Carpet & from August 2009 to July
2011 for about $1,500.

Therapedic Twin and Full Mattresses
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the
mandatory federal open flame standard for
mattresses, posing a fire hazard to
consumers. This recall involves Therapedic
Comfort Deluxe and Comfort Supreme style
mattresses. The date of manufacture is
printed on a white label on the side of the
mattress. The recalled mattresses were manufactured in 2013.
These mattresses were sold at BJ’s Wholesale Clubs in from January 2013 through November
2013 for about $100 for the twin size and about $230 for the full size mattresses.
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Dalton Ottomans with Storage Compartments
Hazard: Young children can become entrapped inside the
storage compartment of the ottoman, posing a risk of
suffocation. This recall involves Dalton style ottomans
with storage compartments with model number F135-064
printed on a tag stapled to the underside of the ottoman.
These ottomans were sold at authorized Rowe Fine
Furniture distributors nationwide from August 2011 to
May 2013 for about $450.

Pottery Barn Morovian Star Pendant Chandelier
Hazard: The joints can fail to support the weight of the pendant
causing it to fall, posing the risk of injury. This recall involves the
oversized 26-point Morovian Star Pendant chandeliers made of
antiqued mirrored glass and metal. The pendants come in two
styles, compact florescent bulb or non-compact florescent bulb.
The SKUs recalled are 2275188 and 2379394.
These chandeliers were sold exclusively at Pottery Barn stores,
online at potterybarn.com and through the Pottery Barn Catalog
from September 2013 through December 2013 for $240 to $300.

Glacier Bay Bathroom Medicine Cabinet
Hazard: The mirror or its back panel can separate and fall out,
posing a hazard to consumers. This recall involves four models
of Glacier Bay-branded bathroom medicine cabinets. The
following model and SKU numbers have been recalled: Model
S2327OS-ACO with SKU 1000004766, model S3027OSACO with SKU 1000004797, model S2127C-JAV with SKU
1000004819 and model S2127C-WHT with SKU 1000004822.
The model and SKU number appear on the product’s box.
These cabinets were sold exclusively at The Home Depot
stores nationwide from August 2013 through October 2013 for
between $70 and $90.
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Kidde Smoke and Combination Smoke/Carbon Dioxide Alarms
Hazard: The alarms could fail to alert consumers of a fire
or a CO incident following a power outage. This recall
involves Kidde residential smoke alarm model i12010S
with manufacture dates between December 18, 2013 and
May 13, 2014, combination smoke/CO alarm il2010SCO
with manufacture dates between December 30, 2013 and
May 13, 2014, and combination smoke/CO alarm model
KN-COSM-IBA with manufacture date between October
22, 2013 and May 13, 2014. They are hard-wired into a
home’s electric power. Kidde, the model number and
manufacture dates are printed on a label on the back of the
alarm.
These alarms were sold at CED, City Electric Supply, HD Supply, Home Depot, Menards Inc.
and other authorized retailers, electrical distributors and online at Amazon.com,
HomeDepot.com and shopkidde.com from January 2014 through July 2014 for between $30 and
$50.

Air Innovations Ultrasonic Clean Mist Humidifiers
Hazard: Water can enter the base
and cause the circuit board to
short circuit and overheat, posing
a fire hazard. This recall involves
Air Innovations branded
Ultrasonic Clean Mist
humidifiers with mood lights.
Model number MH-407 and date
code MX1342, MX1343,
MX1344, MX1344, MX1345 or MX1346 are printed on a label affixed to the underside of the
humidifier. The recalled humidifiers are 15 inches high and were sold in four colors: black,
silver, red and blue. QVC item number V32459 is printed on the packing slip shipped with the
humidifier.
These humidifiers were sold exclusively on QVC TV during January 2014 and online at
QVC.com from December 2013 to February 2014 for about $55.
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Siemens Fire Alarm Base
Hazard: The fire alarm base can fail to sound an alarm, posing
a risk of personal injury and property damage. This recall
involves the SBGA-34 audible base that is affixed to ceilingmounted smoke detectors. The base has part number S54370F13 and date codes 0113 through 2314 printed on a white label
on the back of the unit affixed to the wall. “MODEL SBGA34” is printed on a blue label also affixed to the back of the
device.
These alarms were sold at authorized distributors nationwide from February 2013 through June
2014 for about $120.

iDevices Cooking Thermometers
Hazard: The plastic insulator located inside the
stainless steel probe is not heat resistant and can
melt and fall into food, posing an ingestion
hazard. This recall involves all Pro Ambient
Temperature Probes and Pro Meat Probes
manufactured from May 2014 through June 2014.
The probes were sold separately as an accessory
for the iGrill, iGrill2, iGrillmini grilling
thermometers and the Kitchen Thermometer and
Kitchen Thermometer mini cooking
thermometers. The meat probe was also sold as a
component of the iGrill2 set. The probes consist
of a curved stainless steel rod attached to a mini connector by a steel braided cable. Recalled
probes have only two indentations, or crimps, in the base of the probe tube where attached to the
braided cable. Affected units have UPC number 852931005148, 852931005193, 852931005162
or 852931005216 printed on the bottom of the packaging.
These thermometers were sold at numerous retailers nationwide and online at Amazon.com and
other online retailers from May 2014 to June 2014. The probes sold separately for about $25.
The iGrill2 set sold for about $100.
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Tray Vous Snack and Activity Trays for Strollers
Hazard: The opening between the
recalled tray and stroller seat
bottom allows an unharnessed
child’s body to pass through but
could trap a child’s head, posing a
strangulation hazard. This recall
involves Tray Vous snack and
activity trays, which have
connectors that fit into strollers.
The three-piece units include a
black plastic tray with a cup
holder, a left connector and a
right connector. “Tray Vous” and “Patent Approved US7942437B2” are printed on a sticker
underneath the tray.
The stroller trays were sold at juvenile product stores nationwide and online at daintybaby.com,
mystroller.com, pacifier.com and trayvous.com from May 2011 through June 2012 for about
$50.

Goodman Air Conditioning and Heating Units
Hazard: The power cords on
the air conditioning and heating
units can overheat, posing burn
and fire hazards. The recall
involves Amana, Century,
Comfort-Aire, Goodman and
York International-branded
Packaged Terminal Air
Conditioners and Heat Pumps.
The recalled units are beige with serial numbers ranging from 0701009633 through 0804272329.
The serial number is located on the control board plate found by lifting the unit’s front cover.
These units were sold through Goodman and heating and cooling equipment dealers nationwide
from January 2007 through June 2008 for between $700 and $1,000.
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CXB Series LED High-Bay Luminaires
Hazard: The glass lens on the fixture can
break, posing a laceration hazard. This
recall involves CXB Series LED high-bay
indoor light fixtures with model numbers
CXB-23L-40K-U-1-HC and CXB-23L40K-U-1-JP. The affected products can be
identified by the manufacturing lot
number found underneath the UPC label
on the rim of the fixture. Only products
with a manufacturing lot number starting
with the following codes are included in
this recall: AG45, AG48, AG49, AG50,
AG51, AG52, AH01, AH02, AH03, AH04, AH05, AH06, AH07, AH08, AH09, AH10, AH11,
AH12, AH13, AH14, AH15, AH16, AH17, AH18, L1H01, L1H02, L1H03, L1H04, L1H05,
L1H06, L1H07, L1H08, L1H09, L1H10, L1H11, L1H12, L1H13, L1H14, L1H15, L1H16,
L1H17 and L1H18.
These fixtures were sold at wholesale electrical distributors and lighting contractors to businesses
from January 2014 through April 2014 for approximately $350.

Hewlett-Packard AC Notebook Power Cords
Hazard: The AC power cord can overheat,
posing a potential fire and burn hazard.
This recall involves Hewlett-Packard’s
LS-15 AC power cord. The power cords
were distributed with HP and Compaq
notebook and mini notebook computers
and with AC adapter-powered accessories
such as docking stations. The power cords are black in color and have an “LS-15” molded mark
on the AC adapter end of the power cord.
These power cords were sold with notebook and mini notebook computers at computer and
electronics stores, authorized dealers and online at www.hp.com worldwide from September
2010 through June 2012 for about $500 to $1500.
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QoR Synthetic Ox Gall
Hazard: Risk of skin rash or blistering. This product is designed to be used
with artists’ watercolor paints in small amounts to improve flow and wetting.
Product code of 7001000-2 appears on the label. One of the following batch
numbers is printed on the bottom of the jar: 365254, 366319, 366405 or
366626.
This product was sold at fine-art supply stores nationwide and on their
websites from June 2014 through July 2014 for about $11.

Brita Children’s Hard-sided Water Filter Bottle
Hazard: The lid can break into pieces with sharp
points, posing a laceration hazard. The four
recalled children’s water bottles have popular
cartoon characters on a hard-sided plastic bottle.
Characters include Dora the Explorer, Hello
Kitty, SpongeBob Square Pants and Teenage
Mutant Ninja Turtles. The bottles stand 6 inches
tall, hold 15 ounces of liquid, have white lids
that screw off and have fold-up straws and filters
that sit inside the straw below the lid. The
removable plastic wrap on the bottle at time of
purchase has the model number BB07 and the
following UPC codes: 60258-35883 on the Dora
the Explorer, 60258-35914 on the Hello Kitty,
60258-35880 on the SpongeBob Square Pants
and 60258-35882 on the Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles.
These water bottles were sold at Alaska
Housewares, Associated Food Stores, Bartell
Drug, C&S Wholesale Grocers, Quidsi, Royal
Ahold, Shopko, Target, US Navy Exchange,
Walmart Stores, and online at Amazon.com,
Drugstore.com and Target.com. Hello Kitty
bottles were sold from February 2014 through
July 2014. Dora the Explorer, SpongeBob
Square Pants and Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles bottles were sold from June 2013 through July 2014. The bottles sold for $13 to $19.
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Vornado Electric Space Heaters
Hazard: The heater can overheat and cause the
units to melt, catch fire and ignite nearby items,
posing a fire and burn hazard to consumers. This
recall involves Vornado VH110 Whole Room
Vortex electric space heaters sold in two colors,
black and white. Recalled heaters have the
numbers 1 and 3 as the fourth and fifth digits of
the serial number. The model and serial numbers
appear on a silver decal located on the bottom of
the unit.
These space heaters were sold at Bed Bath &
Beyond, Home Depot, Menards, Orchard Supply,
Target and other retailers nationwide and online at
Vornado.com and Amazon.com from June 2013
through May 2014 for about $60.

ESL and Interlogix brand 400/500 Series Smoke Detectors
Hazard: Radio frequency interference can cause the smoke
detectors to fail to alert consumers of a fire. This recall
involves 33 models of the 400 and 500 series Edwards
(ESL)-branded and Interlogix smoke detectors hard-wired
into a security system. The initials ESL, the date code and
one of the following model numbers are printed on a label
on the back of the detector’s cover and on the product’s
packaging. Recalled detectors in the 400 series include the
following: 429AT, 429C, 429CAD, 429CRT, 429CST,
429CT, 429CTAD, 449AT, 449C, 449CRT, 449CSRH,
449CSRT, 449CST, 449CSTE, 449CT and 449CTE.
Recalled detectors in the 500 series include the following:
511C, 518C, 521B, 521BXT, 521B-10PKDMP, 521B-10PKG, 521BXT-10PKG, 521BXTDMP-10PKG, 528B, 528CRXT, 541C, 541C-10PKG, 541CXT, 541CXT-10PK and 548C.
These alarms were sold at alarm system, security equipment and electrical equipment
contractors, dealers and installers for use in fire alarm systems from March 2013 to February
2014. The cost of the individual detectors varies between $30 and $50. The cost of the integrated
alarm or security systems varies greatly.
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CoScentrix DD Scented Candles in Tins
Hazard: The candle’s high flame can ignite the surface of
the wax and the polymer coating on the tin-plated
container, posing a fire hazard. This recall involves 4ounce DD brand candles sold in a round metal tin with a
metal lid. A label on the underside of the tin is marked
“$5.99” and has the SKU and batch number. Candles
included in the recall have the following SKU numbers:
#195156 - Smoke Away, #517060 - Spiced Raisin Cake,
#517417 - Frosted Forest, #518886 - Holly Berry,
#524058 - Spicy Currant, #526970 - Sugar Plum,
#534628 - Celebration, #540559 - Winter Blossom,
#546333 - Vanilla Toddy, #763979 - Autumn Moonlight, #764126 - Fern Leaf, #764720 - Sea
Spa, #765891 - Eucalyptus Verbena, #766188 - French Berries, #767434 - Italian Linen,
#779405 - Lavender & Sage, #782136 - Clementine & Mango, #783910 - Spiced Amber,
#785444 - Grapefruit & Cinnamon, #787473 - Pink Pepper, #792978 - Beach Get-A-Way,
#798389 - Southern Magnolia, #798546 - Spring Bouquet, #804492 - Lemonseed & Parsley,
#804526 - Cinnamon Embers, #807990 - Tuscan Harvest, #808006 - Vanilla Orchid, #808048 Vintage Luxe, #819417 - Mulberry Apple, #826776 - Bamboo Jasmine, #832436 - Aged
Driftwood, #835348 - Parisian Garden, #835702 - Summer Sunshine, #840579 - Roasted Pear,
#841080 - Cashmere Petals.
These candles were sold exclusively at Hobby Lobby stores nationwide and online at
HobbyLobby.com from June 2014 through July 2014 for about $6.

PetSmart Recalls Top Fin Plastic Aquarium Heaters
Hazard: The heaters are insufficiently grounded, posing a risk of
electrical shock to the consumer. This recall involves all 50-, 100-, 150, 200- and 250-watt Top Fin brand plastic aquarium heaters. Recalled
heaters have model number HT50, HT100, HT150, HT200 or HT250.
Lot numbers for the recalled heaters are 1839, 1901, 1903, 1904, 1907,
1908 and 1910. The model number and the heater's wattage are printed
on the side of the heater near the top.
These aquarium heaters were sold exclusively at PetSmart stores
nationwide from March 2014 to April 2014 for between $27 and $37.
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Cost Plus World Market Modular Storage Bars
Hazard: When weight is
applied to the storage bar, the
screws holding the mounting
plate can pull out of the bar
allowing the storage bar to
fall, posing an injury hazard.
The recall includes wallmounted storage bars made
of medium-density fiberboard with an oak wood finish that allow hanging storage accessories to
be attached. The storage bars were sold in two sizes, 36 inches in length and 23.5 inches in
length. The storage bars have SKU numbers 491996 (long) and 491997 (short) printed on the
UPC sticker attached to the product packaging. There are no identifying labels on the product
itself.
These storage bars were sold exclusively at World Market stores nationwide and online at
www.worldmarket.com from June 2014 through August 2014 for between about $20 and $25.

Visonic Amber Personal Emergency Response Pendants and Kits
Hazard: An accelerated circuit drain of the
pendant battery can result in a decreased
battery life and shorter than expected “low
battery” warning period, from 30 days
down to a nine day warning period. This
recall involves Visonic Amber Pendants
MCT-212 GS LA S (315) ENR and
Visonic Amber Kits GS LA (315) KIT2.
The kits contain the pendant and a base
station. The Visonic Amber personal
miniature transmitter pendant enables the
consumer to remotely signal their personal
emergency response system to send a request for assistance. A label on the back of the pendant
lists the part number and serial number. Recalled pendants sold separately have part number 0102511 and serial numbers 0114147681 through 2015044165, 2513325212 through 4313226157
and 4513346942 through 5113063274. Pendants sold as part of the kit have model number 0102371 and serial numbers 0114147759 through 1713321693, 1913433218 through 3313297879
and 3713561718 through 5113063339.
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Mayborn Baby Monitors
Hazard: Child can pull sensor pad
cord into crib and wrap around the
neck, posing a strangulation
hazard. This recall involves two
models of the Tommee Tippee
Movement and Sound Baby
Monitors with Sensor Pads. The
product comes in three parts: the
baby unit, parent unit and the
movement sensor pad. The pad is
white with a 10 foot cord that runs
from the pad to the baby monitor
unit. Both models come with a sensor pad that fits under the baby’s crib mattress and sounds an
alarm if no movement is detected for 20 seconds. The recalled products include models 1082S
and 1094S. Model 1094S includes a night-vision video camera. Model numbers are located on
the bottom of the base of the recharger and also on the bottom of the camera.
These baby monitors were sold at Toys “R” Us/Babies “R” Us stores and Amazon.com since
September 2011 for approximately $150.

Far East Brokers Glass Beverage Dispenser
Hazard: The metal stand supporting the glass
dispenser can break, posing an injury hazard to
consumers. This recall involves glass beverage
dispenser set including, a clear glass ovoid-like
shaped container with a clear glass lid, a silver
spigot and a wire three-legged metal stand. The
item number 962826 FEB44496-01-113 and
barcode number 11546-34437 are both included on
the packaging.
These dispensers were sold exclusively at Publix
Super Market stores nationwide from April 2014
through June 2014 for about $25.
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Gemini USB Adaptors/Chargers
Hazard: The adaptors can overheat, posing a burn
hazard. The recalled adaptor/chargers are used to
charge cell phones and other electronic products and
have model number ADCP3-1000 imprinted on the
plug side of the adaptor. They are plastic cubes
about 1” to 1 ¼” on one side with two prongs for plugging into an electrical outlet and a USB
port on the other. Recalled chargers come in five different colors: Black, blue, green, red and
white.
These chargers were distributed free as a promotional giveaway at trade shows nationwide from
October 2013 to April 2014.

Lifeguard Press Charging Kits
Hazard: The wall charger can overheat and emit
smoke and sparks, posing fire and burn hazards
to consumers. The prongs on the charger can
detach and remain in the electrical outlet, posing
a risk of electrical shock. This recall involves
seven models of charging kits with USB
connectors that are used to recharge Apple
iPhone, iPad and iPod devices. The recalled kits
were sold under the Ban.do, Jonathan Adler and
Lilly Pulitzer brand names and contained a wall
charger, a 12 to 24-volt car charger, a 30-pin
USB cord and a Lightning port adapter. Ban.do
wall chargers came in the colors yellow and black and white
stripe. Jonathan Adler wall chargers came in multicolor and
blue and white patterns. Lilly Pulitzer wall chargers came in
multicolor floral patterns. The following charging kits are being
recalled: Ban.do kits with item numbers 14150111 and
14150118; Jonathan Adler kits with item numbers 140250 and
140252; and Lilly Pulitzer kits with item numbers 143501,
78602 and 143504.
These charging kits were sold at Dillard’s, Lilly Pulitzer,
Nordstrom’s and independent boutiques nationwide from
February 2014 to June 2014 for between $25 and $30.
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Popkiller USB Chargers, Adapters and Cables
Hazard: Improperly mounted plug blades, and
inadequate electronic circuitry create a fire and electrical
shock hazard to consumers. This recall involves
Popkiller mini USB car charger power adapters,
universal USB power adapters and 8-pin USB data sync
charging cables. The car charger has model number
HHT-001 located on the flat side of the charger below
the USB port. The Universal USB power adapter has
model number A1265 printed directly above the plug
blades on the grey surface. There is no model number
printed on the 8-pin USB charging cables. All of the recalled products are
sold separately and come in the colors red, orange, green, blue, purple and
pink.
These items were sold at Popkiller retail locations and online from June 2013 through April 2014
for about $4.50 to $6.50.

Sony VAIO Flip PC Laptops
Hazard: The computers’ lithium-ion
batteries can overheat, posing fire and burn
hazards. This recall includes Sony’s VAIO
Flip PC laptops with model number
SVF11N13CXS. The computers were sold
in silver, black and pink. They have a
Panasonic-manufactured lithium-ion
battery and a folding touch screen that
measures about 11.6 inches diagonally and
a backlit keyboard. The model and serial
numbers are printed on a black label with
white lettering on the underside of the
screen. To locate the label, consumers should open the computer, move the switch from the lock
to the release position and flip the display.
These laptops were sold at Sony authorized retailers nationwide and online at
www.store.sony.com from February 2014 to April 2014 for about $800.
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Roland Electronic Digital Pianos
Hazard: The AC power cord can be connected to the XLR output jacks, posing an electrical
shock hazard. This recall involves Roland model RD-800 Electronic Digital Pianos. The front of
the piano has a control panel with a color liquid crystal display (LCD) in the center. Pianos
within the following serial number ranges are being recalled: Z6D0015 to Z6D0019, Z7D0174 to
Z7D0423, Z8D1 056 to Z8D1255 and Z9D2131 to Z9D2333. The model number is on the front
left of the piano. “Roland” and the model number are in large type on the back of the piano. The
serial number and model number are on a data plate on the right side of the rear of the piano
between the XLR output connectors and the AC IN connector.
These pianos were sold at American Musical Supply Inc., Cascio Interstate, Full Compass
Systems Ltd, Guitar Center Inc., Kraft Keyboard Center, Musicians Friend Inc., Sam Ash Inc.
and Sweetwater Sound Inc. stores nationwide from January 2014 to April 2014 for about $3,000.

Napoleon Propane Gas Fireplaces
Hazard: The pressure from the ignition of the
propane gas can cause the glass front to break,
posing a laceration hazard. This recall involves
the GD3200-P flush glass front and GD3200B-P
with a bay window, propane gas fireplaces. The
fireplaces are black and approximately 33 inches
tall and 31.25 inches wide with gold accent
designs on the top and bottom of the outside of
the product. The model number GD3200-P and
GD3200B-P can be found in the center of the
rating label. The rating label is located on the
base of the fireplace behind the lower louvered access door.
These fireplaces were sold at hearth fireplace specialty stores nationwide from August 1992
through May 2001 for about $1,500.
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Coravin 1000 Wine Access Systems
Hazard: The system can cause wine bottles to break during
pressurization, posing a risk of lacerations. This recall involves
all Coravin 1000 Wine Access Systems. The system uses a
hollow needle to penetrate a wine bottle cork and allow wine to
be dispensed without removing the cork. The system is about
nine inches tall and has a silver-colored, metallic tubular body
with a detachable black plastic capsule cup attached to the
bottom and trigger on the top. A black metal handle is attached at
the top of the tube and a black metal, moveable bottle clamp is
attached to the front side of the tube. The Coravin name and logo
appear on the front side of the tube. The system comes with a
silver-colored storage base and two argon gas capsules.
These systems were sold at Coravin.com and other online
retailers and at wine shops from July 2013 to June 2014 for about
$300.

Nokia Tablet Travel Charger Kit
Hazard: The plastic cover on the
charger’s exchangeable plugs can
come loose and separate, exposing
internal components that pose an
electrocution hazard if touched
while the plug remains in a live
socket. The recall includes the
travel charger kit sold separately for
the Nokia Lumia 2520 tablet, also
called the AC-300 charger
accessory kit. The kit includes four
different plugs for use in electrical
outlets in the U.S., U.K., EU and
Australia. The black plastic
chargers measure about 2.75 inches high by 2.3 inches wide. U.S. chargers that were sold with
the Nokia Lumia 2520 tablet are not included in the recall.
These charger kits were sold at AT&T and Verizon Wireless authorized dealers and retailers
nationwide and online at att.com and Verizon.com from January 2014 to May 2014 for about
$50.
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phil&teds Travel System 26 Infant Car Seat Adaptors
Hazard: The plastic adaptors used to connect an
infant car seat to a stroller can crack, become
unstable and break during use, posing a fall
hazard to infants. This recall involves phil&teds
Travel System 26 (TS26) adaptors used to attach
infant car seats to the following phil&teds stroller
models, the Classic, Dot, Explorer, Hammerhead,
Navigator, S3 and S4. Compatible car seats
include the Maxi Cosi Cabriofix, Maxi Cosi
Mico, Maxi Cosi Pebble and Cybex Anton. The
adaptors are two pieces of black plastic, one for
the left side and one for the right side, that
connect the stroller to the car seat. “TS26,” “philandteds” and UPC “9 420015 7 4004” are
printed on the adaptors.
These adaptors were sold at baby product and specialty stores nationwide, and online at
Amazon.com, Babiesrus.com, Diapers.com and phil&teds.com from April 2013 through March
2014 for about $40.

Holmes Ceramic Heaters
Hazard: The ceramic heaters can overheat, posing a
fire hazard to consumers. This recall involves Holmes
oscillating ceramic heaters sold in black, purple, red,
blue and white. The rectangular heaters included in the
recall are about one foot tall and have model number
HCH1823M printed on a label on the bottom of the
product.
These heaters were sold at Fred Meyer, Target,
Walmart and other retailers nationwide from August
2013 to March 2014 for about $30.
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Hamilton Beach Baby Food Processor
Hazard: Use of the slicing/shredding disc with the motor shaft
adapter can cause the stainless steel pin in the food bowl lid to
loosen and fall into processed food. This recall involves bébé
brand baby food makers manufactured by Hamilton Beach. It has
a white and gray motor base with an orange control knob, a clear
plastic, five-cup food bowl and a gray-colored food bowl lid with
a built-in food chute. “Hamilton Beach” and “bébé” are on the
front of the motor base. The food maker comes with the
following accessories: a chopping and mixing blade, a slicing
and shredding disc, a removable motor shaft adapter, a food
pusher, a three-cup steaming basket, 10 storage containers and
two storage container caddies.
These baby food processors were sold at Buy Buy Baby stores
nationwide, through specialty distributor Victor Co. Inc. and
online at Buybuybaby.com, Hamiltonbeach.com and
Walmart.com from September 2013 through February 2014 for
about $90.

Nest Protect Smoke and CO Alarms
Hazard: Activity near the product during a fire can
prevent the alarm from immediately sounding when
the Nest Wave feature is enabled. This recall includes
all Nest Protect Smoke + CO alarms. The alarms are
made of black or white plastic and are about 5.25
inches square with rounded corners and about 1.5
inches deep. The word “nest” is on a large button on
the face of the alarm. Consumers can enable the
alarms to be controlled by a computer or a
smartphone over a wireless network. The alarms have
a Nest Wave feature, which allows users to
temporarily silence some alerts or cancel a manual
test by vigorously waving an arm near the unit that
triggered the alarm.
These smoke detectors were sold at Best Buy, Home Depot and other retailers nationwide and
online at nest.com, amazon.com, bestbuy.com and homedepot.com from November 15, 2013 to
April 3, 2014 for about $130.
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Cabela Electronic Jerky Blaster
Hazard: The battery charger
adapter can overcharge
causing the Electronic
Jerky Blaster’s battery and
battery charger adapter to
overheat. This recall
involves Cabela’s
Electronic Jerky Blaster,
which resembles a caulking
gun. The hand-held, battery
powered appliance is used for making jerky sticks or strips. The recalled item number IK-540848
can be found underneath the barcode on the cardboard packaging that comes with the product
and on the front of the instruction manual.
These devices were sold exclusively at Cabela’s nationwide from August 2013 through March
2014 for about $150.

Bed Handles Inc. Portable Adult Bed Handles
Hazard: When attached to an adult’s bed
without the use of safety retention straps,
the handle can shift out of place, creating a
dangerous gap between the bed handle and
the side of the mattress. This poses a
serious risk of entrapment, strangulation
and death. The recall involves adult
portable bed handles sold by Bed Handles
Inc. from 1994 through 2007 that do not
have safety retention straps to secure the
bed handle to the bed frame to keep the
bed handle from shifting out of place and creating a dangerous gap. Recalled models include the
Original Bedside Assistant (BA10W), the Travel Handles (BA11W), and the Adjustable Bedside
Assistant (AJ1). The bed handles are intended to assist adults with getting in and out of bed by
giving them a bar to grip. Bed Handles Inc. and the model number are printed on a white label on
the bed handles.
These bed handles were sold by home health care stores, drug stores and medical equipment
stores nationwide and in home and healthcare catalogs from January 1994 through December
2007 for about $100.
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Avon Ergonomic Eyelash Curler
Hazard: The eyelash curler can break, exposing a metal pin,
which poses an eye injury hazard to consumers. The recalled
curler has the Avon model number F3093441 which can be
found on the product’s box.
This product was sold through independent Avon
representatives or online at www.avon.com from January 2007
through April 2014 for about $5.

Marlboro Promotional 3-in-1 Flashlight
Hazard: Matches inside the match holder can
ignite when in contact with the striker pad
beneath the compass cap, posing burn and
injury hazards to consumers. The recalled
product is a bronze-colored 3-in-1 flashlight
that is 4.5 inches long and 1 inch in diameter
and has five LED lights.
These flashlights were distributed by
Marlboro.com and 1-800-Marlboro free of
charge from January 2014 through March
2014.

GE Dehumidifer
Hazard: A component in the dehumidifier’s compressor can
short circuit, posing a fire hazard. This recall involves 30-pint
portable GE brand dehumidifiers. Model, serial and
manufacture dates are located on a label on the back of the
dehumidifier. Model number ADKW30LN with the recalled
serial numbers and manufacture dates are as follows: Serial
numbers AT1, DT1, FT1 or GT1 with manufacture dates
2010/01 through 2010/04.
These dehumidifiers were sold exclusively at Walmart stores
nationwide from March 2010 to December 2010 for about $170.
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White-Rogers Home Heating and Cooling Thermostats
Hazard: The alkaline batteries used in the thermostat can leak
onto the circuit board posing a fire hazard. This recall involves
four models of White-Rodgers digital thermostats. The
thermostats have one of the following names printed on the front:
“COMFORTSENTRY,” “DICO,” “Emerson,” “Frigidaire,”
“Maytag,” “Nutone,” “Partners Choice,” “Rheem,” “Ruud,”
“Unico,” “Water Furnace,” “Westinghouse,” “White-Rodgers”
or “Zonefirst.” Recalled thermostats do not show a battery icon
on the left side of the screen.
These thermostats were sold at heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) equipment
manufacturers and distributors and at hardware retailers nationwide from January 2006 through
December 2013 for about $30 to $70.

DGL Power Bars
Hazard: The power bar can overheat, posing a fire
hazard. This recall involves Vibe portable USB portable
chargers. Model number FB-Bar is printed below the
UPC code on the bottom of the packaging.
These power bars were sold exclusively at Five Below
stores nationwide from January 2014 to March 2014 for
about $5.

PetSmart Glass Fish Bowls
Hazard: The glass fish bowls can crack, shatter or break
during normal handling, posing a laceration hazard to
consumers. This recall involves the 1.75 gallon glass fish
bowls with SKU number 5140161 and UPC code
737257187092. The SKU and UPC codes are printed on a
white sticker on the bottom of the fish bowl.
These fish bowls were sold exclusively at PetSmart stores
nationwide from February 2013 through September 2013
for about $20.
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Summer Infant Video Monitors
Hazard: The battery in the handheld video monitor can
overheat and rupture, posing a burn hazard to
consumers. The recall involves rechargeable batteries
in Summer Infant handheld color video monitors.
Affected batteries will have one of these letter and
number combinations in the beginning of the serial
number on the back of the battery: JNN-S150A,
JNS150-BA, JNS150A, JNN-S150B, JNS150-BB,
JNN-S150C or JNS150-BC.
These monitors were sold at mass merchants, including
Babies “R” Us, online retailers and independent
juvenile specialty stores, from about February 2010
through 2012 for $150 to $350.

Lenovo ThinkPad Battery Packs
Hazard: The battery packs can overheat, posing a fire hazard. This recall involves Lenovo battery
packs sold with the following ThinkPad notebook computers: the Edge 11, 13 and 14 series, the
T410, T420, T510 and W510 series, and the X100e, X120e, X200, X201 and X201s series. The
battery packs were also sold separately. Recalled battery packs have one of the following part
numbers starting with the fourth digit in a long series of numbers and letters printed on a white
sticker below the bar code on the battery pack: 42T4695, 42T4711, 42T4798, 42T4804,
42T4812, 42T4822, 42T4828, 42T4834, 42T4840 and 42T4890.
These battery packs were sold at computer and electronics stores, authorized dealers and online
at www.lenovo.com nationwide from October 2010 through April 2011 for between $350 and
$3,000 when sold as part of ThinkPad notebook computers. The battery packs were also sold
separately for between $80 and $150.
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Dyson Portable Electric Heaters
Hazard: The heaters can develop an electrical short
and overheat, posing a fire hazard to the consumer.
This recall is for all Dyson Hot heaters and Dyson
Hot+Cool heaters having model numbers AM04 and
AM05. The model number is found on the product
information sticker on the underside of the heater.
These heaters were sold at Bed Bath & Beyond, Best
Buy, Costco, Kohl’s, Lowe’s, Macy’s, Sears, Target
and other retailers nationwide, and online at from
September 2011 to March 2014 for about $399.

Kozy Heat, Ambiance and Stellar Hearth Gas Fireplaces and Fireplace Inserts
Hazard: The main control module can allow gas
to be released and buildup in the burner area,
posing an explosion hazard. The recalled
products are 22 models sold under the brand
names Kozy Heat Fireplaces, Ambiance
Fireplaces and Stellar Hearth Products. Recalled
fireplaces and inserts were manufactured between
October 2009 and April 2013. The fireplace
name, model number, manufacture date and
serial number are on a silver testing label
attached by a chain and next to the gas valve of
the fireplace or fireplace insert.
The following Kozy Heat fireplace products are
being recalled: The Chaska with serial range 10094223-18 to 12-096088-23, the Chaska XL with serial range 10-703738-15 to 12-706417-24,
the Jackson with serial range 10-820097-37 to 12-820636-11, the Jackson XL with serial range
10-9125332-37 to 12-9126288-10, the Jordan with serial range 10-080001-25 to 12-081992-07,
the Jordan XL with serial range 10-010001-46 to 12-011278-04, the Minneapolis with serial
range 10-080004-25 to 12-081914-02, the Minneapolis XL with serial range 10-010005-46 to
12-011300-12, the Rockford with serial range 10-080006-25 to 12-082020-19, the Rockford XL
with serial range 10-010003-46 to 12-011309-12, the Nicollet with serial range 10-060001-05 to
12-060608-07, the Dassel with serial range 10-150789-15 to 12-151789-11, the Delano with
serial range 10-030001-45 to 12-030908-12, the Princeton with serial range 09-004528-44 to 12007203-11, the Thief River Falls with serial range 10-242305-15 to 12-245336-12, the
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Minnetonka with serial range 09-40782830 to 12-411049-11, the Trimont with
serial range 10-300771-15 to 12-30118316 and the Slayton 42 with serial range
11-080012-38 to 12-080402-23. Recalled
Ambiance fireplaces include the Intrigue
100 with serial range 11-100235-31 to
11-100306-36 and the Intrigue 200 with
serial range 11-10000-29 to 12-10051328. Recalled Stellar Hearth fireplaces include the CML-58-S with serial range 10-10006-40 to
13-13021-16 and the CTL-58-S with serial range 10-10001-40 to 13-13034-16.
These fireplaces and fireplace inserts were sold at fireplace dealers and distributors from October
2009 to April 2013 for between $1,450 and $3,325.

Ace Clamp LED Work Light
Hazard: The cord bushing inside the light base could fail,
allowing the cord wiring to pull out of the base, exposing bare
wire and presenting a shock and fire hazard. This recall includes
the Ace Clamp-On LED Work Lights stamped with the model
number “DC004” and date code “08/13” on the back of the base.
These lights were sold at Ace Hardware stores and other
hardware stores nationwide and online from September 2013 to
December 2013 for between $10 and $22.

Gardeners Eden Decorative Light-Up Wreaths and Plant Arrangements
Hazard: Exposed wiring near the battery box can lead
to a short circuit, posing a fire hazard. Wreaths and
Chinese lantern arrangements with the following style
numbers are being recalled: 585738, 585755, 805496,
805509, 667661, 667689, 676074 and 686740. Style
numbers are on the price tags on the products.
These decorations were sold at TJ Maxx, Marshalls
and HomeGoods stores from about August 2013 to
September 2013 for between $25 and $30.
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Canon PowerShot SX50 HS Digital Cameras
Hazard: A chemical used in the rubber part of the
viewfinders on the camera can cause skin or eye irritation
or an allergic reaction to the user. The affected cameras
have serial numbers beginning with “69”, “70” or “71”
and have “1” as the sixth digit of the serial number. The
serial number is on the side or bottom of the camera
housing.
These cameras were sold at camera and mass
merchandise retailers and online from October 2013 through January 2014 for about $430.

Design Ideas Magnets
Hazard: The small magnets can easily detach from the
product. If swallowed, magnets can link together inside a
child’s intestines and clamp onto body tissues, causing
intestinal obstructions, perforations, sepsis and death.
This recall involves miniature office and refrigerator
magnets sold in the shape of a duck, blowfish and a splat.
Model number 3205121 (duck), 993205114 (duck),
3205122 (blowfish) or 3205078 (splat) is printed on the
bottom of the packaging.
These magnets were sold at retailers nationwide from March 2007 through February 2014 for
about $10.

Duraflame Electric Space Heaters
Hazard: The heater can overheat and cause the units to melt,
catch fire and ignite nearby items, posing a fire and burn
hazard to consumers. This recall involves Duraflame electric
space heaters, model DFS-220. The model number can be
found on a white label located on the heater’s back panel.
These space heaters were sold at Farmer’s Furniture, Meijer,
QVC, R.C. Willey, Ross and other retailers nationwide and
online between August 2013 and January 2014 for about $60.
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LEM 5-Tray Food Dehydrators
Hazard: Damaged wiring in the food
dehydrators can come into contact with a
metal bracket inside the machine, posing a
shock hazard. This recall involves 5-tray
food dehydrators with model number 1009
and serial numbers between 20110506 and
20121008. The model and serial numbers
are located on a label on the back panel.
The UPC code 734494910094 is on the
bottom of the packaging.
These dehydrators were sold at mass merchandisers and retailers nationwide and online at
www.lemproducts.com from June 2011 through December 2013 for between $125 and $160.

Academy Sports LED Flashlights
Hazard: The battery can short and cause the flashlight’s
canister to rupture, posing a burn hazard to the
consumer. This recall involves 3 ½-inch tall LED
flashlights with hand straps and style number
FCAACE6033 printed on the packaging.
These flashlights were sold exclusively at Academy
Sports + Outdoors stores nationwide from October 2013
to November 2013 for about $3.

Genie Garage Door Opener
Hazard: The control board can overheat, posing a fire
hazard. This recall involves Genie, models PowerMax
1200 and 1500, and Genie Pro, models TriloG 1200
and 1500 garage door openers. “Genie” and the model
name appear on both sides of the opener.
These garage door openers were sold at Carter
Lumber, Lowes, Menards, The Home Depot and other
retailers and distributors nationwide and online from
August 2011 through October 2012 for about $250.
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Visonic Amber SelectX Personal Emergency Response System (PERS) Kits
Hazard: Following a reboot or system reset, the
Amber SelectX Base Stations can fail to operate
and detect an emergency signal from the personal
pendant. The recalled Visonic Amber SelectX
Personal Emergency Response System (PERS) kit
enables a user to push a button on a pendant to
signal a request for assistance. Recalled models
have catalog number 0-100729 and serial numbers
1612002383 through 501206949. Each unit has an
external label on the back of the base station, with
the product name and serial number. Amber base
stations previously recalled due to a different
problem also had catalog number 0-100729 and
serial numbers 2308600299 through 3013079617.
These systems were sold at Visonic distributors and professional alarm installation firms
nationwide from April 2012 through April 2013 for between $220 and $240 for the kits.

Britax Strollers
Hazard: The hinge on the stroller’s folding mechanism can
partially amputate consumers’ fingertips, break their fingers
or cause severe lacerations, among other injuries, when they
press the release button while pulling on the release strap.
This recall involves Britax B-Agile, B-Agile Double and
BOB Motion strollers. The single and double strollers were
manufactured between March 2011 and June 2013 and have
the following model numbers: U341763, U341764, U341782
and U341783 for the B-Agile strollers; U361818 or U361819
for the B-Agile Double strollers; and U391820, U391821 and
U391822 for the BOB Motion strollers. The model number
and the manufacture date can be found on label located on
the inside of the stroller’s metal frame near the right rear
wheel.
These strollers were sold at major retailers and juvenile products stores nationwide, and online at
Amazon.com, albeebaby.com, buybuybaby.com, diapers.com, ToysRUs.com and other online
retailers from May 2011 through June 2013 for between $250 and $450.
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Bodum Glass Coffee Presses
Hazard: The glass carafe can fall out of the metal frame and
plastic base of the coffee press and break or shatter, posing
laceration and burn hazards to consumers. This recall involves
Bodum rose gold Chambord locking lid 8-cup glass coffee
pressesBodum is printed on the glass carafe. Bodum and SKU
number 11029732 are printed on a white label on the base.
These coffee presses were sold exclusively at Starbucks stores
nationwide and online at starbucks.com from November 2013
through December 2013 for about $40.

Rayovac LED Flashlights
Hazard: The flashlight can cause the batteries to overheat and melt the
flashlight’s plastic casing. This recall involves Rayovac LED Industrial
flashlights (model ILED2AA), Rayovac Value Bright LED plastic flashlights
(model BRSELED2AA-BA) and Rayovac Value Bright flashlights (model
BRSELED2AA-BDGDI). The following date codes are included in the recall:
E/J-C, H/F-C, I/F-C, L/F-C, M/W-C, O/F-C, R/F-C, R/J-C, S/J-C, T/F-C, U/F-C
and Y/J-C. The date code is printed on a white sticker inside the flashlight’s tube.
These flashlights were sold at retailers nationwide and online at rayovac.com and
other websites from February 2012 through December 2013 for about $2.30.

Bosch Security Systems Panel
Hazard: The notification appliance circuit module
can cause the panels to fail to activate an audible or
visual alarm in the event of a fire. The recall
involves G-series Fire Alarm Control Panels that are
professionally installed and have model numbers
that end in GV4 and use D192G Notification
Appliance Circuit (NAC) modules. The Bosch name,
logo and model number D9412GV4, D7412GV4 or
D7212GV4 are on the board of recalled GV4 fire alarm control panels.
These panels were sold through authorized distributors and certified professional installers
nationwide from January 2012 to December 2012 for about $90.
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Kenmore Oscillating Fan Heaters
Hazard: Broken motor mounts can cause the units to
overheat, catch fire and ignite nearby items, posing a fire
and burn hazard to consumers. This recall involves
Kenmore oscillating fan heaters with model number
127.90914310. The model number and Kenmore are
printed on a silver sticker on the bottom of the unit.
These heaters were sold at Sears and Kmart stores
nationwide from September 2013 through November
2013 for between $35 and $40.

Joovy Zoom Car Seat Adaptor
Hazard: Adapter clips can loosen on the stroller
frame, posing a fall hazard. This recall involves all
Joovy’s Zoom gray metal car seat stroller adapters.
Recalled car seat adapter models include 00945 for
Graco, 00946 for Chicco and 00947 for Peg
Perego frames. “Joovy” and the model numbers
can be found on the label at the center of the end
bar of the adapter.
These adaptors were sold at independent specialty juvenile retailers and online at Joovy.com
between May 2012 and August 2013 for about $25.

Yankee Candle Pine Berry Candle Ring
Hazard: The candle rings’ synthetic foliage and berries
are flammable, posing a fire hazard. Candle rings with
UPC number 8 86860 02558 8 or 8 86860 06357 3 on a
tag attached to the underside of the ring are included in
the recall.
These rings were sold at Hallmark and Yankee Candle
retail stores nationwide, Yankee Candle catalogs and
online at Yankeecandle.com from September 2013
through October 2013 for between $8 and $10.
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Cubetensils Children’s Spoon and Fork Sets
Hazard: The utensil’s handle can detach, posing a
choking hazard to infants. This recall involves
Edoche’s Cubetensils sets of children’s eating
utensils. The utensils are 5.75-inches long and
were sold in seven different models/designs:
alphabet, moon and stars, nature, princess,
rockets, trucks and veggies. “Edoche” is printed
on the bottom of the utensils and “Stainless Steel
China” is embossed on the metal heads.
These utensil sets were sold at major retailers and
specialty stores nationwide and online from May 2012 through November 2013 for about $8.

Playtex Hip Hammock Infant Carrier
Hazard: The buckles on the waist and shoulder
straps can crack or break, posing a fall hazard to
the child. The Playtex Hip Hammock is an infant
carrier designed to strap the baby against the
caregiver’s body at the hip “Playtex Hip
Hammock” is printed on a label sewn into the
front of the carrier. All model numbers are being
recalled. Model numbers 05300, 05301, 05302,
05306, 05307 and 05308 are sewn into the inside
panel below the instructions for use.
These carriers were sold at Burlington Coat
Factory, Target, Walmart, juvenile product, baby
and discount stores nationwide and online from
June 2004 through January 2010 for $40 to $60.
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Louis Garneau P-09 Aerodynamic Bicycle Helmet
Hazard: In cold temperatures, the helmet can fail to
protect the wearer from impact injuries. This recall
involves Louis Garneau P-09 aerodynamic bicycle
helmets with model number 1405362. Recalled helmets
have the manufacture date “Jan. 2014” on a sticker
inside the helmet.
These helmets were sold at independent bicycle dealers
nationwide and online at Louisgarneau.com from
January 2014 through September 2014 for between $280 and $350.

KYMCO MXU 700 ATVs, Model Years 2013, 2014 and 2015
Hazard: In hot environments
or high elevations, the fuel cap
can fail to vent properly,
causing the fuel to heat up and
pressure to build up in the
tank. The pressure can cause
the fuel tank to rupture or the
fuel to boil out of the tank onto
the operator or hot engine,
resulting in burns to the
operator or a fire. The recall
involves 2013, 2014 and 2015
KYMCO MXU 700 all-terrain
vehicles (ATVs) including
standard, LE and Camo versions. The vehicles came in black, camouflage, gold, green, red and
silver. The vehicle identification number (VIN) is located on the frame behind the right front
wheel. VIN ranges affected are DB120111 through DB130158, EB120203 through EB130204
and FB120315 through FB320123.
These ATVs were sold at KYMCO dealers and authorized retailers nationwide from April 2013
to August 2014 for about $9,000.
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Bad Boy Buggies Off-road Vehicles
Hazard: Incorrect parking brake adjustments
and improperly bled brake lines can
diminish a consumer’s braking ability,
posing a crash hazard. This recall involves
gas- and electric-powered, four-wheeled
recreational vehicles manufactured by Bad
Boy Buggies. Model names include the
Ambush, the Ambush iS, the Instinct, the
Recoil and the Recoil iS. The vehicles
affected include both the two-person model
and the four-person model. The recreational
vehicles were sold in black, camouflage,
green and red. The recalled vehicles have
serial numbers ranging from 8004970 through 8012901. Serial numbers are printed on a plate or
label on the steering column. Brand and model names are printed on the side and front panels of
the vehicle.
These off-road vehicles were sold at Bad Boy Buggies dealers and authorized retailers
nationwide from August 2012 through May 2014 for between $9,600 and $14,400.

Arctic Cat Wildcat Trail and Wildcat Trail XT Side by Side
Hazard: Oil can leak from the oil cooler lines, posing a fire hazard. This recall involves all 2014
Arctic Cat Wildcat Trail and Wildcat Trail XT
side-by-side utility vehicles with Vehicle
Identification Numbers (VIN) 000001 through
316232. The VIN is located on the frame tube
near the driver’s side front wheel. These units
were sold in red, green, lime green, team
arctic green and matte black.
These vehicles were sold exclusively at Arctic
Car dealers nationwide from December 2013
through July 2014 for about $11,400 to
$12,400.
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Sevylor River Racer Inflatable Rubber Tubes
Hazard: Contact with the tube can cause
skin irritation. This recall involves
Sevylor River Racer inflatable rubber
tubes. The recalled tubes are black, 36
inches in diameter and about 15 inches
tall. Model number 2000014090 is
located on the inner side of the tube
below the bottom left corner of the
English language warning.
These inflatable tubes were sold exclusively at Walmart stores nationwide and online at
Walmart.com from January 2014 through July 2014 for about $25.

Cabrinha Kiteboarding 1X and Overdrive 1X Control Systems
Hazard: The RecoilTM spring on the control
mechanism can jam, leading to a loss of control,
which poses a risk of injury. This recall involves
both the 1X and the Overdrive 1X control systems,
comprised of a light-weight control bar to control
and depower the kite, a set of flying lines and a
harness loop/quick release (QR) mechanism.
Affected units include the 1X control system with
model number KS51XCSFX and the Overdrive
1X with model number KS5CSSDODO. Model
numbers are located on a cloth tab attached to the
bungee line restrainers at the end of the bars.
These products were sold at Sea & Sky Sports,
Scratch Kiteboarding, Watersports West, Wind
Over Water and Wind Stalkers Kite Boarding and
other specialty watersports stores and websites
worldwide in August 2014 for about $570.
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Yamaha Snowmobiles
Hazard: Fuel hose joint can leak
during operation, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves model year 2014
SR10R (SRViper), SR10RXS
(SRViper RTX SE), SR10L (SRViper
LTX), SR10LS (SRViper LTX SE)
and SR10XS (SRViper XTX)
snowmobiles and model year 2015
SR10LS (SRViper LTX SE)
snowmobiles. They were sold in a variety of red, black, blue and white color combinations.
These snowmobiles were sold at Yamaha snowmobile dealers and authorized retailers
nationwide from October 2013 through August 2014 for about $12,000 to $14,000.

Avant Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle front fork can crack,
posing a fall hazard. This recall involves
all Avant bicycles and carbon framesets
sold with hydraulic disk brakes and all
Avant bicycles and carbon framesets that
are capable of being configured with
hydraulic disc brakes. The model numbers
are not marked on the bicycles. The word
Avant is in black or white on the top and
head tube of the frameset and the word
Orbea is in white on the top and down tube
of the frameset.
These bicycles were sold at authorized
Orbea bicycle retailers nationwide from
August 2013 to June 2014 for between
$1,200 and $9,000.
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NRS Water Sports Helmets
Hazard: The rivets holding the chin strap to the helmet
can fail and cause the helmet to fall off in an incident,
posing a risk of head injury. This recall involves NRS
“Chaos Side Cut” helmets used for water sports,
including rafting, kayaking, stand-up paddling and
canoeing. The helmet’s hard shell is available in yellow,
red, blue or white. The recalled helmets have a black
“Boa” dial-fit retention harness inside at the back of the
helmet. “Boa” is printed on the dial. “Chaos” and
PO#39225 are printed on a white sticker inside of the
helmet. Helmets with an “Inspected” sticker inside the
shell under the Boa dial are not included in this recall.
These helmets were sold at Collinsville Canoe & Kayak
Store, NRS, Outdoorplay, REI and other paddlesports equipment stores nationwide and online at
nrs.com and aire.com from April 2014 through July 2014 for about $60.

American Honda Gas-Powered EU7000isN AT Generator
Hazard: The rear frame support can fail during
lifting, posing an impact hazard. The owner’s
manual can have missing or duplicated pages,
which could cause consumers not to receive
important operating or safety information. This
recall involves the 2014 Honda gasolinepowered EU7000isN AT 7,000-watt generator.
It is red with a black metal frame, folding
handles and two wheels on the side opposite
the handles. “Honda,” “FI" and "EU7000is”
are printed on the side of the generator.
Recalled generators have a serial number in the
range EEJD-1000001 to EEJD 1006288. The
serial number is on the inside of the side cover that is to the right of the control panel.
These generators were sold at Honda Power Equipment dealers and authorized retailers
nationwide from June 2014 through July 2014 for about $4,500.
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Fiskars 32-Inch Bypass Lopper Shears
Hazard: The lopper handles
can break when attempting
to cut branches, posing a
risk of serious injury and
laceration. This recall
involves Fiskars Titanium
Bypass Lopper shears with
model number 6954. The
lopper shears have 32-inch
dark orange steel handles
and black rubber grips with a gray strip. “FISKARS” is printed on one handle and product
identification information, including model number, is printed on a label on the opposite handle
above the barcode.
These shears were sold exclusively at Home Depot stores nationwide and online at
HomeDepot.com from May 2011 through June 2014 for about $40.

Craftsman 21-inch 3-in-1 High-wheel Gas-powered Push Mower
Hazard: The engine control/bail lever on the
handle can fail, allowing the engine to run
and the blades to rotate, posing an injury
hazard to consumers. This recall involves
Craftsman 3-in-1 high-wheel, gas-powered,
push mowers equipped with Honda
GCV160 engines and a 21-inch mowing
deck. The Craftsman logo and “GCV 160”
are on the top front of the engine shroud.
The first six numerals of the serial number
are the manufacture date in the MMDDYY
format. The recalled mowers were
manufactured between April 2014 (04xx14)
and June 2014 (06xx14). The serial number
and model number 384531 can be found on
the data plate on the rear of the deck.
These mowers were sold exclusively at Orchard Supply Hardware stores from June 2014 to July
2014 for about $300.
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Country Clipper Riding Lawn Mower
Hazard: The ignition module
can fail to ground, resulting in
overheating and melting,
posing a fire hazard. This recall
involves model year 2012, 2013
and 2014 Country Clipper
riding lawn mowers. The
recalled mowers are equipped
with 27-horsepower Kohler
Command CV740 or Kohler
Courage SV740 twin cylinder
engines. The Command engine
is dark gray and has the name
and model number printed on a
label on the side of the engine
near the air filter. The Courage engine has a black engine shroud and has the name and model
number on the top of the shroud. The recalled mowers were manufactured from October 2011 to
May 2014 and include the model names Challenger, Charger, Edge, Jazee, Jazee Pro and Jazee
Pro DLX. The following model years and model numbers are recalled: 2748KOJ-SR225,
2752KOJ-SR400, 2752KOJ-505, 2748KOJ-SR375, 2752KOJ-SR500, 2752KOT-505,
2748KOT-SR225, 2752KOT-SR400, 2760KOJ-505, 2752KOJ-SR225, 2752KOT-SR500,
2760KOJ-1035, 2752KOJ-SR375, 2760KOJ-SR400, 2760KOJ-1505, 2752KOJL-SR375,
2760KOJ-SR500, 2760KOT-505, 2752KOT-SR225, 2760KOJ-SR1030, 2760KOT-1035,
2752KOT-SR375, 2760KOJ-SR1500, 2760KOT-1505, 2760KOHJ-SR375, 2760KOT-SR400,
2760KOHT-SR375, 2760KOT-SR500, 2760KOJ-SR375, 2760KOT-SR1030, 2760KOJSR1025, 2760KOT-SR1500, 2760KOJ-SR1220, 2760KOJ-SR1220L, 2760KOT-SR375,
2760KOT-SR1025 and 2760KOT-SR1220.
These mowers were sold at Country Clipper lawn mower dealers and authorized retailers
nationwide from October 2011 to May 2014 for between $5,300 and $9,500.
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BJ’s Wholesale Multi-Purpose Outdoor Shelter
Hazard: The fabric
canopy on the shelters
fails to comply with a
voluntary flammability
standard, posing a fire
hazard to consumers. This
recall includes the 10 ft.
by 20 ft. multi-purpose
shelter with “Code
Number: L‑GZ761PST.”
The code number is
printed on a label sewn
into the top of side panels
of the canopy fabric. The fabric canopies are white and cover an area of about 20 ft. by 24 ft.
These outdoor shelters were sold exclusively at BJ's Wholesale Club stores from January 2014
through June 2014 for about $300.

Arctic Cat Snowmobiles
Hazard: Fuel can leak
from the fuel line
assembly, posing a fire
hazard. This recall
involves model year
2014 Arctic Cat XF 7000
and ZR 7000 and model
year 2015 XF 7000 and
ZR 7000 snowmobiles.
They were sold in a
variety of green, black,
orange and white color combinations. All XF and ZR 2014 models are included in this recall.
Recalled 2015 model vehicles have the last six digits of the vehicle identification number (VIN)
in the following ranges: 100920 through 100993 for the XF 7000 models and 100792 through
100919 for the ZR 7000. The VIN appears on a sticker attached to the chassis near the rider’s
right foot rest.
These snowmobiles were sold exclusively at Arctic Cat dealers nationwide from June 2013 to
August 2014 for between $12,000 and $14,500.
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SolarWorld Solar Panel Systems
Hazard: SolarWorld solar panels installed
with bare-copper grounding lugs can
corrode, which can result in a faulty ground
circuit, posing an electric shock,
electrocution or fire hazard. This recall
includes SolarWorld solar systems installed
with bare-copper grounding lugs installed
after June 1, 2010.
These solar panel systems were sold
through SolarWorld installers and
distributors, or other distribution companies
from June 2011 to June 2014 for about $1,000 to $10,000 depending on system size.

Kayak and Watersports Storage Hanger
Hazard: The length adjustment buckles release
unexpectedly, causing the item being stored to
fall and injure people nearby. This recall involves
kayak and watersports storage hangers sold as a
pair of blue and black fabric straps that include a
plastic snap buckle to adjust the length and a
plastic-coated steel S-hook attachment for
hanging. Model number 11917-6 is located on the
back of the retail package near the barcode.
These hangers were sold at Walmart, Mills Farm
Fleet stores, marine dealers nationwide and
online at Walmart.com from January 2014 to July
2014 for about $15.
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American Honda Off-road Vehicles
Hazard: Vegetation and debris can
accumulate on the middle skid plate
and make contact with the vehicle’s
exhaust system. Dried debris can ignite,
resulting in smoke or fire. This recall
involves all models of the 2014 Honda
Pioneer 700 recreational off-highway
vehicle (ROV). The model and serial
numbers are on a certification label
affixed to the top rear of the driver's
side front wheel well. The following
model numbers and serial number
ranges are being recalled: Model
number SXS 700M2 2AC with serial
number range VE0225E4000006 through VE022XE4006304, model number SXS 700M2 4AC
with serial number range VE0284E4000003 through VE0284E4001202, model number SXS
700M4 AC with serial number range VE0204E4000013 through VE020XE4006849 and model
number SXS 700M4 3AC with serial number range VE0268E4000004 through
VE0269E4001503.
These vehicles were sold at authorized Honda powersports dealers nationwide from August 2013
through September 2014.

HDR Stirrup Leathers
Hazard: The stirrup
leather can crack and
break, posing a fall
hazard to the rider. This
recall involves five
models of pre-stretched
stirrup leathers. The item number and UPC code are located on the hang tag. The following
models are included in the recall: Pre-stretched Stirrup Leathers with UPC number
845654040350 and item number 4004-O54, UPC number 845654040343 and item number 4004H54, UPC number 845654040367 and item number 4005-O48, UPC number 845654069238 and
item number 5067-O54 and UPC number 845654066817 and item number 5046-O54.
These stirrups were sold at equestrian supply retailers nationwide from October 2013 to May
2014 from between $30 and $40.
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Brigg & Stratton Snapper Rear Engine Riding Mower
Hazard: Weld on drive axle can fail
resulting in loss of brake control,
posing an injury hazard. This recall
involves six models of Briggs &
Stratton Snapper Rear Engine
Riding Mowers. The mowers are
red with a black fuel tank, steering
wheel and seat. The model and
serial numbers can be found on a
label on the engine platform under
the right side of the seat. The
following models and serial
number ranges are affected: Model
number 7800918 with serial
number range 2016447188 through 2016485206, model number 7800920 with serial number
range 2016443919 through 2016568930, model number 7800932 with serial number range
2016462619 through 2016481454, model number 7800950 with serial number range
2016611952 through 2016766052, model number 7800951 with serial number range
2016624456 through 2016765000 and model number 7800954 with serial number range
2016603229 through 2016775752.
These mowers were sold at Family Farm stores, Power Equipment Direct and Briggs & Stratton
Snapper dealers and authorized retailers nationwide from April 2013 through May 2014 for
between $1,300 and $2,000.

Scubapro Aladin2 (Aladin Square) Dive Computers
Hazard: The dive computer can leak and stop working,
posing a risk of injury due to decompression sickness.
This recall involves the Aladin2 wrist dive computer that
monitors depth, dive time, decompression status and
temperature. The serial number is stamped in white on
the back of the unit and ends with 003.
These dive computers were sold at authorized Scubapro
dealers nationwide from March 2014 through June 2014
for about $450.
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Dynacraft Avigo 20-inch Turn N Burn Youth Bicycle
Hazard: The front wheel on the bicycle
can detach, posing a fall hazard. This
recall involves 20-inch Avigo Turn N
Burn youth bicycles with model number
8107-62. The model number and date of
manufacture, “08202013,” are printed on a
data label on the frame’s seat tube. The
bicycles have a silver frame, blue
handlebars and black front fork with blue
accents, hand brakes and a kickstand. The
serial number can be found etched on the
frame on the underside of the bottom
bracket shell. Affected bicycles include
the letters “DJFH” followed by a six-digit number between 026588 and 027104 and between
089533 through 090562 or the letters “DJFI” followed by a six digit number between 015107
and 015552 and between 100093 and 101193.
These bicycles were sold exclusively at Toys R Us stores nationwide and online at
ToysRUs.com between September 2013 and June 2014 for $130.

Kawasaki Teryx4 Recreational Off-highway Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicle’s floor boards can
allow a stick or other debris to break
through and protrude into the foot rest
area, posing an injury hazard to the
operator and front passenger. The
recalled vehicles are 2012 and 2013
Kawasaki Teryx4 750 4x4 recreational
off-highway vehicles. The 2012
models were sold in the colors blue,
camouflage, green, red and yellow.
The 2013 models were sold in the
colors black, camouflage, green, red,
white and yellow. The model name
“Teryx4” is on the driver’s side of the hood.
These off-highway vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers nationwide from October 2011
through July 2014 for about $13,400.
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Metabo Electric Angle Grinders
Hazard: The on/off switch can stick in the
“On” position, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Metabo W14-150
Ergo series 6-inch medium angle grinders.
The angle grinders have a green body, a
black and red handle, and a silver head
and wheel guard. Metabo is printed on the
handle and Metabo 14-150 Ergo is printed
on the side of the grinder. Model numbers include 06251421 and 06251441 and serial numbers
include 3010000001 through 4020031488 for both models. The model and serial numbers are
located on the rating plate on the right side of the tool.
The grinders were sold through industrial, construction and welding distributors to consumers
from March 2013 through April 2014 for about $220.

GT Mountain Bicycles
Hazard: The wheel hubs can
break and cause the brake system
to fail, posing crash and injury
hazards to the consumer. This
recall involves all 2014 GT Fury
Expert and 2014 GT Fury Team
downhill mountain bicycles. The
recalled Fury Expert model is
blue with red and white accents.
The recalled Fury Team model is
black with lime green and blue
accents. The model names are printed in small letters on the top tube of the bicycles just above
the word Fury.
These bicycles were sold at authorized GT dealers from February 2014 to June 2014 for between
$4,300 and $6,000.
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Bollinger Fitness Resistance Band
Hazard: A black plastic ball attached to the resistance
band’s door anchor can unexpectedly release and strike the
user, posing an injury hazard to consumers. This recall
involves Bollinger Fitness Classic and SoftTouch resistance
bands with door attachment, model numbers 5771, 5772,
5773, 5774 and 5775. The Bollinger Fitness logo appears on
the handles. The model number can be found on the
product’s packaging.
These resistance bands were sold at Fred Meyers,
Marshalls, Modell’s Sporting Goods, T.J. Maxx and other
retailers nationwide and online from July 2012 through March 2014 for between $9 and $14.

Master Cutlery Neck Knives
Hazard: The sheath does not hold the knife securely,
allowing the knife to fall out of the sheath unexpectedly.
This poses a risk of laceration to the consumer. This recall
involves the Karambit neck knife and sheath. The halfmoon shaped knife measures 7 inches in length and was
sold in an urban camo print. “MTech USA” is laser printed
on the blade. Model number MT-664UC-SO is marked on
the back of the knife.
These knives were sold exclusively at Big 5 Sporting Goods
stores from March 2014 through May 2014 for about $20.

Misty Mate Handheld Personal Mister
Hazard: The mister can shatter during use, posing a risk of laceration to the
consumer. This recall involves Misty Mate 2.5 ounce high pressure personal
misters. They have a clear plastic cylinder to hold water, blue base and top and a
nylon carrying strap attached to the top.
These misters were sold exclusively at Hibbet Sports stores nationwide from
May 2013 through July 2013 for about $8.
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Tern Folding Bicycles
Hazard: The bike’s frame can crack at the
hinge on the top tube, posing a fall hazard.
The recall involves Link Uno, Link D7i, Link
D8, Link P9, Link P7i, and Link P24h models
of Tern brand adult folding bikes. “Tern” is
printed on the front end of the top tube and on
other portions of the frame. The model name
is printed on the middle of the top tube.
Recalled bicycles have a 10-character
alphanumeric serial number that begin with
either AI1133 through AI1137 or AI1149
through AI1213 stamped on the bottom
bracket shell of the bike. An alphanumeric
service tag number is located on the front of
the seat tube and this number can be used to
determine if the bicycle is affected by going to the firm’s website.
These bicycles were sold exclusively at authorized Stile/Tern dealers nationwide from November
2011 to April 2014 for between $600 and $1250.

Coleman Northstar Lanterns
Hazard: An incorrect gas feed tube was installed on the lantern. When lit,
the tube can release too much fuel, posing fire and burn hazards. This recall
involves Northstar liquid fuel lanterns with model number 2000B750 and
date codes 10 13 or 11 13. The model number is printed on the base of the
lantern, under the lighting instructions. The date code is stamped on the
underside of the lantern. The green lanterns measure about 13” tall by 7”
wide by 7” deep.
These lanterns were sold at sporting goods stores nationwide and online at
coleman.com from November 2013 through February 2014 for about $125.
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BMC Bicycles with Aprebic Forks
Hazard: The bicycle forks can crack or
break above the brake mount posing a fall
hazard to consumers. The recall involves
certain models of Alpenchallenge,
Urbanchallenge and Masschallenge
bicycles equipped with full carbon Aprebic
bike forks model ACC-A704DN50B. The
fork model number is printed behind the
top arch. Specific bicycle models included
in the recall are Alpenchallenge AC01 105
Tiagra, Alpenchallenge AC01 Rival,
Masschallenge MC01 Team and the
Urbanchallenge UC01 Alfine 11. Both the
Alpenchallenge and Urbanchallenge bicycles include the 2012 and 2013 model years. The
Masschallenge bicycle includes model year 2012. The model year is printed on the top tube of
the bike. The bicycles come in black and yellow, or black and red color combinations.
These bicycles were sold at authorized BMC bicycle dealers nationwide from December 2011 to
June 2013 for about $1,000.

Exmark Quest ZRT Riding Lawn Mower
Hazard: The riding mower’s steering
assembly can fail and cause riders to lose
steering, posing a crash hazard. This
recall involves 2009 and 2010 model year
Exmark Quest ZRT mid-mount riding
mowers. The model and serial numbers
are on a metal plate behind the seat on the
left hand side. The following models and
serial number ranges are included: Model
QST20BE422 with serial numbers
814303 through 891973, model number
QST22BE482 with serial numbers
803664 through 895485 and model
number QST24BE522 with serial numbers 810131 through 887319.
These mowers were sold at hardware, lawn and garden, rental equipment stores and others
nationwide from April 2009 through October 2010 for between $4,600 and $6,000.
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Precision Shooting Crossbows
Hazard: The crossbow can fire an arrow
without the trigger being pulled, posing
an injury hazard to the user and to
bystanders. This recall involves Precision
Shooting Equipment’s TAC Elite, TAC
Ordnance and Enigma crossbows. The
TAC Elite Crossbow is black with a 22inch wide bow. TAC Elite crossbows
with serial numbers 2097056 through
2134901 are being recalled. The TAC
Ordnance Crossbow is black with a 22inch wide bow. TAC Elite crossbows
with serial numbers 2121938 through 2133384 are being recalled. Serial numbers for the TAC
Elite and TAC Ordnance are engraved directly above the hand grip. The Enigma crossbow is
camouflage colored. It has a 20-inch wide bow with a black stirrup attached to the front. All
Enigma crossbows are being recalled.
These crossbows were sold at Precision Shooting Equipment authorized dealers including Bass
Pro Shops, Cabela’s, Kinsey’s Archery and Pape’s Inc. nationwide, online at PSE-archery.com
and in catalogs from June 2013 through November 2013 for between $600 and $1,500.

Mission Archery MXB Crossbows
Hazard: The crossbow can fire an arrow
unexpectedly without the trigger being
pulled, posing an injury hazard to the
user and to bystanders. This recall
involves Mission Archery crossbows
that have the automatic safety located
behind the trigger at rear of scope
mount, models MXB 320, MXB Dagger,
MXB 400 and MXB 360; and serial
numbers ranging from XB04879 to
XB16555. The serial number is located
on the underside of the rail directly behind the safety. Mission and the model name are printed on
each limb.
These crossbows were sold at archery and hunting sporting goods stores nationwide including
from May 2013 through April 2014 for between $600 and $1,300.
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SCOTT Speedster Bicycles
Hazard: The steerer tube in the front fork can
break, posing a fall hazard. This recall involves
model year 2014 SCOTT men’s and women’s
road bicycles, models Speedster 30, Speedster
40, Contessa Speedster 25 and Contessa
Speedster 35. They were sold in black and white
with blue, green, purple or teal accents. The
following serial number ranges are included in
the recall: AS30500001 through AS30504930,
AS30700001 through AS30704651,
AS30900001 through AS30903278, AS31100001 through AS31103744 and AS40101604
through AS40105463. The serial number is printed on a white sticker and embossed on the
underside of the bicycle frame near the pedals.
These bicycles were sold at authorized SCOTT dealers nationwide at retail and online from
about August 2013 through May 2014 for between $1,000 and $1,300.

Hitachi Koki Pneumatic Nailer
Hazard: The pneumatic nailers can jam
and override the safety switch that
permits only one nail to fire at a time,
posing an injury risk. This recall involves
two models of Hitachi Koki 3 ¼ inch
strip pneumatic nailers with depth
adjustment. Affected model numbers are
NR83A2(Y) and NR83A3. Model
numbers are located on a label attached
to the side of the nailers and on the
outside of the box containing the product.
Units with a letter “R” decal next to the
model number and an engraved “R” near the serial number are not included in this product
recall.
These nailers were sold at independent home improvement and building supply stores
nationwide and online at Amazon.com, HomeDepot.com, Lowes.com, Walmart.com and
Grainger.com from May 2012 through May 2014 for about $300.
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Cannondale Tandem Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle fork can break and cause the
riders to lose control, posing a risk of injury. This
recall involves three models of 2014 tandem
Cannondale bicycles, road 1, road 2 and 29
tandem. “Cannondale” and “T1” or “T2” are
printed on the aluminum frame bicycle.
These tandem bikes were sold at authorized
Cannondale dealers from October 2013 to
December 2013 for between $2,700 and $5,400.

Kawasaki Off-road Motorcycles
Hazard: The camshaft sprocket bolts can
loosen and come off causing the engine to
lock and stop the vehicle, posing a crash
hazard. This recall involves model year
2014 KLX110 and KLX110L off-road
motorcycles. Model numbers are on both
side covers directly beneath the seat. The
emission label located below the
handlebar and behind the number plate on
the steering head states it is a 2014 model.
These motorcycles were sold at Kawasaki authorized dealers nationwide from July 2013 through
March 2014 for about $2,300 to $2,500.

Excalibur Crossbows
Hazard: The crossbow can fire an arrow
without the trigger being pulled, posing an
injury hazard to the user and to bystanders.
This recall involves the Excalibur Matrix
Mega 405 crossbows.
These crossbows were sold at sporting
goods stores nationwide from February 2014
through March 2014 for about $1,000 for the crossbow and $1,400 when sold in a package.
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Magnum and Matrix Multi-station Strength Training Towers
Hazard: The plastic connectors that link
the strength training stations’ towers can
slide out or break, posing an injury hazard
to consumers. This recall involves all
Magnum and Matrix Fitness 900 Pro
Series multi-station strength training
Magnum or Matrix appears on the serial
number label at the base of each unit.
These units were sold at Magnum Fitness
and Johnson Health Tech North America
and their dealers nationwide from December 2008 through November 2013 for between $1,800
and $3,800 depending on the type of tower station.

Felt Triathlon Bicycles
Hazard: The steer tube on the bicycle fork can
break and cause the rider to lose control, posing a
risk of injury. This recall includes all 2008 Felt
S22 and S32 triathlon bicycles, and 2010 S32,
B12, B14 and B16 triathlon bicycles. The model
number is printed on the frame.
These bicycles were sold at bicycle specialty
stores nationwide from October 2007 through
February 2014 for between $1,500 and $3,000.

Troy-Bilt Electric Leaf Blowers
Hazard: The blower’s impeller can
break and strike the operator
during use, posing a laceration
hazard. This recall involves TroyBilt electric leaf blowers with
model TB180B, item number
41BA180G966 and serial numbers
ranging from S1D111XK0001
through S1F152XK2008. They
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were manufactured between April 11, 2011 and June 15, 2012. Troy-Bilt and TB180B appear on
a sticker on both sides of the unit.
These blowers were sold at Lowe’s stores nationwide and online at www.troybilt.com from May
2011 through November 2013 for about $34.

Remington Electric Leaf Blowers
Hazard: The blower’s impeller can
break and strike the operator during
use, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Remington
electric leaf blowers with model
RM180B, item number
41AA180G983 and serial numbers
ranging from S1E131XK0001
through S1E162XK2008. They
were manufactured between May 13, 2011 and May 16, 2012 Remington, Mighty Sweep and
RM180B appear on a sticker on both sides of the unit.
These blowers were sold at various retailers nationwide and online at mtdproducts.com from
May 2011 through December 2013 for between $30 and $40.

E-Z Go Golf Carts, Shuttles and Off-road Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The steering wheel nut may not have
been tightened sufficiently, reducing the driver’s
steering control. This can result in a crash. This
recall involves E-Z-GO, Cushman and Bad Boy
Buggies brand gas- and electric-powered, fourwheeled vehicles. Recalled E-Z-GO and
Cushman vehicles have serial numbers from
2823208 to 2850425 and from 3000001 to
3003187. Bad Boy Buggies vehicles have serial
numbers from 8005089 to 8006013. Serial
numbers are printed on a plate or label inside the
cab below the driver’s seat.
These vehicles were sold at E-Z-GO, Cushman and Bad Boy Buggies dealers nationwide from
August 2012 through February 2013 for between $6,650 and $10,650.
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Ontel ISO7X Isometric Exercise Device
Hazard: The handle grips on each end can break during use and
cause parts to be forcefully ejected from the shaft, posing a risk of
injury from impact to the user or bystander. This recall only
involves ISO7X isometric exercise devices with black handle
grips.
This device was sold by sporting good and other retail stores
nationwide, Ontel direct response television and online at
buyironbow.com, buyiso7x.com, getiso7x.com and iso7x.com
from October 2009 through August 2011 for about $30.

GunBox Gun Storage Boxes
Hazard: The GunBox storage box locking mechanism
can open if dropped, allowing access to the gun stored
inside. The recall includes version 01 of The GunBox
RF, (model GBRF1.0); RF+Biometric, (Model
GBBIO1.0); and the Premier, (model GBPREM1.0).
The model number and “The GunBox™” are printed
on a label on the bottom of the units.
These boxes were sold exclusively online by
www.thegunbox.com from January 2014 through February 2014 for between $280 and $475.

Whalen Stainless Steel Tool Chests
Hazard: The inside of the right door has a
metal stopper or flange with a sharp edge
running the length of the door, which poses
a laceration hazard. The recalled tool chests
are about 72 inches long, 37½ inches high
and 19 inches deep. Whalen item number
WSMTB72 and Costco item number
496675 are printed in the assembly
instructions.
These tool chests were sold exclusively at
Costco Wholesale Corp. from March 2010 through October 2013, for between $500 and $550.
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Big Dog and Hustler Riding Lawn Mowers
Hazard: The seat switch can fail to detect that the rider has left
the seat, allowing the mower to continue to operate, posing a
risk of injury. This recall involves mowers with serial numbers
between 13082168 and 14012774 for the BigDog R Diablo,
between 13081106 and 14013675 for the Hustler FastTrak,
between 13081129 and 14013689 for Hustler FasTrakSD and
between 13081376 and 14013882 for Hustler RaptorSD. The
serial number appears on a tag located on the left side of the seat
platform.
These mowers were sold at BigDog and Hustler dealers
nationwide from August 2013 to January 2014 for about $4,600
to $8,050.

Arctic Cat Prowler Off-Highway Vehicles
Hazard: Fuel can leak from the fuel fitting at the throttle
body of the vehicle, posing a fire hazard. This recall
includes Model Year 2014 Arctic Cat Prowler 500 HDX
Recreational Off-Highway Vehicle (ROV). The two-seat
vehicles come in four colors: green, red, vibrant red
metallic or emerald green metallic.
These vehicles were sold at Arctic Cat dealers
nationwide from August 2013 to January 2014 for
between about $11,000 and $12,400.

Fitbit Force Wristbands
Hazard: Users can develop allergic reactions to the stainless steel
casing, materials used in the strap or adhesives used to assemble the
product, resulting in redness, rashes or blistering. This recall involves
Fitbit Force wristbands with model numbers FB402BK, FB402BKS,
FB402SL and FB402SLS. The model number is on the back of the
recalled wristband below the charging port.
These wristbands were sold at authorized retailers nationwide and online at Amazon.com and
Fitbit.com from October 2013 to February 2014 for about $130.
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Stromer Electric Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle fork can break, posing a crash and
injury hazard to the rider. This recall involves all 2013
Stromer ST1 women’s and men’s pedal-assist electric
bicycles, models M33 Elite and P48 Platinum. The
recalled forks’ serial numbers start with: ST1S2F,
ST1S2G, ST1S2H, ST1S2I, ST1S2J, ST1S3A,
ST1S3B, ST1S3C, ST1S3D and ST1S3E. The serial
number is etched at the bottom of the rear fork.
These bicycles were sold through authorized Stromer dealers nationwide and online from
January 2012 to May 2013 for between $3,500 and $4,000.

Spyre and Spyre SLC Dual-Piston Mechanical Disc Brake Calipers
Hazard: The brake cable actuator arm can over-rotate,
dislocating parts, causing the brake calipers to fail, creating a
crash hazard and posing a risk of injury to the rider and others.
This recall includes Spyre and Spyre SLC dual-piston
mechanical disc brake calipers sold as original and aftermarket
equipment. The calipers were sold as original equipment on
bicycles manufactured or distributed by BTI, Diamond Back
Bicycles, Giant Bicycles, Hans Johnson Co. (HJC), Kona, Marin Bikes, Quality Bicycle Products
and Raleigh America.
These calipers were sold at retail bicycle shops nationwide and online from April 2013 to
December 2013 for about $90 for the Spyre caliper and about $110 for the Spyre SLC caliper.

Fitness Anywhere TRX Dip and Hammer Bars
Hazard: The welds on the bars can crack or break and cause the user to fall, posing a risk of
injury. This recall involves TRX dip bars and hammer bars used with TRX S-Frames and
Elevated Frames which are used to support TRX exercise equipment.
These devices were sold at Fitness
Anywhere and authorized
distributors nationwide from June
2011 to May 2013 for about $500.
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Hitachi Koki and Tanaka Grass Trimmers
Hazard: The grass trimmers can overheat, posing
fire and burn hazards to the consumer. This recall
involves twelve models of Hitachi Koki and
Tanaka-brand hand-held grass trimmers. Model
and serial numbers are located on the circular
plate. Hitachi Koki trimmers included in the recall
have one of the following model numbers and
have a serial number that begins with J, P or a
number: CG22EAB(SLP), CG22EAD(SLP), CG22EAS(SLP), CG24EASP(SL) or
CG27EASP(SL). Tanaka trimmers included in the recall have one of the following model
numbers and have a serial number that begins with J, P or a number: TCG22EAB(SLP),
TCG22EAD(SLP), TCG22EAS(SLP), TCG24EASP(SL), TCG27EASP(SL), TCG40EAS(LP)
or TCG40EAS(P).
These trimmers were sold at Lowes, Sears and other home improvement and supply stores
nationwide and online from March 2010 through November 2013 for between $300 and $800.

Club Car Precedent Golf Carts
Hazard: The hip restraint on the passenger side
can fracture, posing a fall hazard. The recalled
vehicles are various sizes, models and colors
of model year 2012 Precedent I2 golf and
transport vehicles. The model number is
indicated in the first two letters of the serial
number and can be found above and to the
right of the accelerator pedal. The recalled
models are as follows: The Precedent I2 Excel
PH with serial number range 1227-290944 to
1229-294026, the Precedent I2 4 Pass Excel PJ
with serial number range 1228-291089 to
1229-293651, the Precedent I2 Gas PR with serial number range 1227-290759 to 1229-294014,
the Precedent I2 Signature 4 Pass Electric PV with serial number 1228-291275, the Precedent I2
Signature 4 Pass Gas PW with serial number range 1227-290745 to 1228-291918, the Precedent
I2L Excel PD with serial number range 1228-291354 to 1229-293959 and the Precedent I2 4
Pass Gas PF with serial number range 1229-292952 to 1229-293545.
These vehicles were sold through authorized Club Car dealers nationwide from February 2012
through November 2013 for between $5,000 and $8,000.
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Tempest Inline Skates
Hazard: The mounting holes in the boot and frame can
be misaligned causing the boot to separate from the
frame and posing a fall hazard. The recalled Tempest
skates are high performance training or racing skates
sold in a variety of color combinations. Recalled skates
include Men’s 90, 100 and 110 models and Women’s
90 and 100 models. The model name “Tempest”
appears on the back of the cuff and the model number
appears on the side of the heel of each skate.
These skates were sold at sporting goods stores nationwide and online from December 2010
through January 2014 for between $350 and $450.

Yamaha Off-road Motorcycles
Hazard: The off-road motorcycle’s drive
chain can detach and cause the rider to
lose control, posing a crash hazard. This
recall involves two-wheeled 2014
Yamaha competition off-road
motorcycles with model numbers
YZ250FEL, YZ250FEW, YZ450FEL and
YZ450FEW. The letter E in the 10th
position of the VIN number indicates that
the unit was made in 2014.
These motorcycles were sold at Yamaha motorcycle dealers nationwide from December 2013
through January 2014 for between $7,500 and $8,500.

STX Shield Throat Protector
Hazard: The Shield Throat Protector can crack or break when
struck by a lacrosse ball, posing a laceration hazard to the user.
These shields were sold at specialty sporting goods stores
nationwide and online from September 2013 through February
2014 for $20 to $25.
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Polaris Ranger Recreational Vehicles
Hazard: The vehicles’ throttle cable can melt
on the exhaust pipe and fail to operate
properly. This can cause the rider to lose
control, posing a crash hazard. This recall
involves 2013 Polaris Ranger 500 EFI and
Ranger Crew 500 EFI recreational offhighway vehicles. Model numbers for the
Ranger are R13RH50AG, R13RH50AH,
R13RH50AM and R13RH50AR. Model
numbers for the Ranger Crew are
R13WH50AG, R13WH50AH, R13WH50AR
and R13WH50AX. Recalled vehicles have a
VIN between 4XA******DE210149 and
4XA******DE791730 stamped on the front
lower frame rail of the vehicle on the driver’s side. However, not all VINs in the range are
included in this recall.
These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide from June 2012 through February 2014
from between $9,300 and $11,000.

Cervélo P5 bicycles with 3T Aduro Aero Handlebars
Hazard: The forward extension mounts
can detach from the base bar while riding
causing the rider to lose control, posing a
risk of injury. The recall includes 2012
and 2013 Cervélo P5 bicycles equipped
with 3T Aduro aero handlebars. The
handlebars were manufactured between
January 2012 and July 2012. Serial
numbers for the handlebars are on a label
inside the base bar under the stem cap on
the rear wall. The serial number is the
seven-digit number following “FM78-Basebar-.” The manufacture date code is the first four
digits of the serial number in the MMYY format. Date codes for the defective handlebars range
from 1201 to 1207.
These bicycles were sold at Cervélo retailers nationwide from May 2012 to August 2013 for
between $7,000 and $10,000.
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West Marine Folding Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle’s frame can break
during use, posing a fall hazard to the
rider. This recall involves two models of
folding bicycles, the Jetty Express 2 and
the Port Runner 2, that are designed for
use in and around docks and marinas.
These bikes were sold at West Marine
stores nationwide, online at
www.westmarine.com and in the West
Marine catalog from March 2010 through
July 2013 for between $300 and $400.

Suunto Scuba Air Hoses
Hazard: The high pressure air hose may leak or
rupture leading to a loss of breathing gas posing a
drowning hazard. The recalled black rubber high
pressure air hose is used with submersible
pressure gauges and dive computers. The hose has
silver fittings on both ends and batch code “1812”
printed on it. The hoses were sold separately and
as a component of the Cobra, Cobra 3, SM-36
model pressure gauge and gauge combos, and
with the Vyper and Zoop model dive computers
or analog pressure gauges when purchased as
combos.
These hoses were sold at authorized Suunto Dive dealers nationwide from November 2012 to
July 2013 for $95 to $195 if sold with Suunto analog pressure gauge for diving, and from $400
to $900 if sold as part of a Suunto dive computer system, and $85 if sold separately.
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Matrix Fitness Ascent Trainers
Hazard: Moisture from user perspiration or cleaning
liquids can build up in the power socket on the unit,
causing a short circuit, posing a fire hazard. This recall
involves all Matrix Fitness Ascent Trainers and Elliptical
trainers installed from November 2011 through December
2012. All Ascent Trainers and Ellipticals have a swing-arm
handle design, with pedals that rotate in an elliptical path.
The machines involved in this recall have a decal at the
center/bottom of the units with model numbers beginning
with A3x, A5x, A7x, E3x, E5x or E7x.
These trainers were sold at Johnson Health Tech North
America and authorized dealers nationwide from
November 2011 through December 2012 for about $6,000 to $11,000 depending on console.

American Honda and Columbia Push Lawn Mowers
Hazard: The engine stop switch can malfunction
allowing the blade to continue to rotate after the
handlebar blade control lever is released, which
poses a laceration hazard. This recall involves
two Honda models and one Columbia brand
electric start lawnmowers with Honda engines
and 21” cutting blades. The Honda lawnmower
model and serial numbers are located on the
certification label that is affixed to the cutter
housing deck behind the engine. Honda recalled
lawnmowers are as follows: Model
HRR2169VLA with serial number range MZCG8764914 through MZCG-8824353 and model
HRX2174VLA with serial number range
MAGA-2255148 through MAGA-2260227. The Columbia brand lawnmower comes in orange
and black. The Honda engine serial number is located on a label on the back of the engine. It is
also stamped into the engine block adjacent to the oil filler cap/dipstick. A range of affected
Honda engines installed in Columbia brand lawnmowers sold in the U.S. follows: Model
12ALD33Q897 with serial number range GJARA 3641724 through GJARA 3642215.
These lawn mowers were sold at Honda Power Equipment dealers and Home Depot stores
nationwide from January 2013 through December 2013 for between $580 and $780.
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SRAM Hydraulic Road Rim Brakes and Hydraulic Road Disc Brakes for Bicycles
Hazard: The brake systems can fail, posing a crash and injury
hazard. The recalled bicycle brake models include SB Red
Hydraulic Road Disc, SB Red Hydraulic Road Rim, SB 700
Hydraulic Road Disc and SB 700 Hydraulic Road Rim, used as
either front or rear brakes. The serial numbers for the recalled
brakes have the digit “3” as the fourth digit of the serial number.
The serial number can be found on the bottom of the caliper
body. The brakes were sold as aftermarket products and as
original equipment on the following bicycle brands and models:
ASI Fuji Altamira CX 1.1; Cannondale Super X Hi-Mod Black
Inc.; Diamondback Steilacoom RCX Carbon Pro Disc; Felt
Bicycles F2x, Z2 Red and Z3 Red; Jamis Supernova Team; Kona
Super Jake; Norco Threshold C1 and Threshold SL; Orbea Avan
M-LTD; Specialized Bicycles Crux Elite Carbon Disc Rival,
Crux Elite Evo Carbon Disc, Crux Expert Carbon Disc Red,
Crux Pro Race Carbon Disc Red, Crux Sport E5 Disc Apex, Roubaix SL4 Elite Rival HRR C2,
Roubaix SL4 Sport Disc SRAM C2, Ruby Elite Rival HRR, S-works Crux Carbon Disc Red, Sworks Roubaix SL4 Disc Red, S-works Tarmac SL4 Red HRR X2, S-works Venge Red HRR
X2, Tarmac SL4 Elite Rival HRR M2 and Venge Elite Rival HRR M2; Volagi Liscio 2; Giant
Bicycles Revolt 0, TCX ADV 0, TCX ADV 1, TCX SLR 1 and BRAVA SLR 0; and Trek
Bicycles Crockett 7.
These brakes were sold at specialty bicycle retailers nationwide from May 2013 to December
2013 for between $285 and $581 for the disc or rim brakes. Bicycles sold with the SRAM disc or
rim range from $2,500 to $7,500.

Cabrinha H2 Hydra Series Kiteboarding Binding
Hazard: The binding can detach from its base while riding and lead to
loss of control, which poses a risk of injury. The H2 binding is blue and
black and has dual adjusting straps with ‘Cabrinha’ and ‘H2’ on the
footstrap. The product code is KB4H2BDSL which is found on the
retail packaging.
These bindings were sold at specialty watersports stores worldwide
from August 2013 through December 2013 for about $180.
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Other Resources

Food and Drug Administration
http://www.fda.gov/Safety/Recalls
•

Provides information on food, pet
food, drug and medical equipment
recalls.

U.S. Department of Agriculture
Website: www.usda.gov
•

Provides information about meat
and poultry recalls, food security
and health tips

Florida Department of Health
http://www.floridahealth.gov/diseasesand-conditions/food-and-waterbornedisease/florida-food-recalls.html
•

Provides information about meat,
poultry and other recalls that
might affect Floridians

Better Business Bureau
http://www.bbb.org/
•
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Provides information on
legitimacy of charities and other
organizations

